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FADE IN

EXT. SUPER - CALIFORNIA - DAY

CUT TO:

EXT. STREET SIGN- SNOW AVE - DAY

The POUNDING of hammers and nail guns FIRING, echoes from the second level of a 
partially framed track on a construction site.

EDDIE FRENCH early forties, slender built African American is bending over nailing a 
floor base.  He stands upright and loses his balance.  He screams as he falls backward off 
the ledge of the building.

JOSE GOMEZ early twenties, short dark complected Hispanic stops nailing and turns 
around immediately.

JOSE
(Hispanic accent, yells)

Eddie!

Jose, STEVEN JIMENEZ early twenties ANTHONY VALDEZ late twenties, both 
Hispanics with shaved heads with tatoos, exit the second level of the building down a 
ladder.

STEVEN
(frantically)

Go! Go! Hurry!

All three guys hurry down the ladder one behind the other.

JOSE
I’m going as fast as I can.

CUT TO:

EXT. SIDE OF BUILDING ON THE GROUND - DAY

Eddie is lying on the ground on his back, coughing up blood and moaning. Steven, Jose 
and Anthony all are kneeling down around Eddie, breathing heavily.



Jose turns and yells for the crew foreman, ROBERT DUNCAN early fifties, short heavy 
built Caucasian. 

JOSE
Robert, call 9-1-1!

Robert comes running out of  his trailer in total shock and disbelief.

ROBERT
What happened?

JOSE
(Breathing heavily)

Eddie fell from the second floor and he’s coughing 
up blood and he can’t move.

Robert takes out his cell phone and calls 9-1-1.

CUT TO:

EXT. BACK OF AMBULANCE - DAY

Robert, Jose, Anthony and Steven surround the back doors of the ambulance as the two 
AMBULANCE DRIVERS  both mid-thirties, lift Eddie into the back of the ambulance 
on a gurney.

EDDIE
(mumbles)

My boy!

AMBULANCE DRIVER 1
What’s that Sir?

Eddie does not respond, as he fades out of consciousness.

ROBERT
I will follow you guys to the hospital.

AMBULANCE DRIVER 1
We’re going to Community Memorial. Do you 
know where that is?
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ROBERT
Yes, I do.

AMBULANCE DRIVER 1
Be careful, we don’t need another accident.

The ambulance pulls away with FLASHING LIGHTS/SIREN. 

Robert turns to Anthony, Jose, and Steven.

ROBERT
You guys can pack up and take the rest of the day 
off, I will probably be at the hospital the rest of the 
day.

JOSE
We’ll stop by later.

ROBERT
Call me first, and don’t forget to lock up my office.

CUT TO:

INT. EMERGENCY ROOM ENTRANCE - DAY

The two ambulance drivers enter the emergency room entrance at a fast pace pushing 
Eddie on the gurney. Two caucasian female nurses both in their mid-thirties CARLA and 
KIM met them at the entrance.

CARLA
What’s his signs?

AMBULANCE DRIVER 1
(speaking very fast)

His RR is 30 and  his HR is 120 and his BP is 60 
over 20.

CUT TO:
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INT. EMERGENCY ROOM STATION 3 - DAY

Kim turns to ambulance driver 2 as she removes the straps from around Eddie.

KIM
Any information you guys can give us?

EDDIE
(mumbling in a painful, whispering 

voice)
My boy.

AMBULANCE DRIVER 1
He fell from a second level building on a 
construction site. His boss followed us here and 
he’s waiting in the lobby. Maybe he can provide 
more information on the patient.

Kim turns and leaves the room. 

CUT TO:

INT. WAITING ROOM LOBBY OF HOSPITAL - DAY

Robert is standing in the waiting room staring out the window as Kim walks over to him.

KIM
Excuse me Sir, can you tell me anything about the 
gentleman that was just brought in?

Robert turns instantly.

ROBERT
(concerned)

Is he going to be alright?

KIM
I think so, but we need any information we can get 
on him right now. Family, kids, insurance?
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ROBERT
(Beat)

He is one of my crew guys. I was in my trailer 
doing some paperwork so I didn’t see him fall but 
one of my other guys said he was bending over 
nailing the floor base...

KIM
I don’t mean to cut you off but the patients keeps 
saying, “my boy.” I don’t know what that means 
but I’m hoping you can provide some answers.

ROBERT 
I don’t know much about him personally except for 
where I pick him up every morning for work. He 
lives with his girlfriend and her son.

KIM
He’s been asking for the boy, can you let them 
know?

ROBERT
Yes, but the boy is not his, he’s from a previous 
relationship of the girlfriend. His son I think is back 
in Alabama. 

Robert and the Kim are sitting in chairs facing each other. Carla comes running in from the 
emergency room. 

CARLA
The doctor needs you.

Kim gets up in a hurry and walks away.

ROBERT
(yells in frantic voice.)

What’s going on?

Kim turns back as she is walking away. 

KIM
Just wait here.
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Robert nervously rubs his head with both hands.

CUT TO:

INT. EMERGENCY ROOM STATION 3

DR. HARTMAN early forties, dark hair slender built caucasian male who walks with a 
limp, finishes  evaluating Eddies situation and removes his gloves and leaves.

DR. HARTMAN 
Get the thoracotomy tray, stat.

CARLA
Yes doctor.

CUT TO:

EXT. FRONT PORCH OF EDDIES GIRLFRIENDS HOUSE - DAY

EDDIES GIRLFRIEND early thirties, curvy Hispanic with a sassy attitude, is sweeping 
the porch then looks up to see Robert driving up by himself.

EDDIES GIRLFRIEND
(loud with Hispanic accent)

You sure are off work early. Where’s my man, 
Gringo? 

Beat. Robert drops his head then raises it as he starts to speak.

ROBERT
(soft voice)

Eddie is in the hospital.

Eddie’s girlfriend stands in shock with both hands covering her mouth.

EDDIES GIRLFRIEND
(speaking Spanish and English)

Is he okay? Que Sucedio?
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ROBERT
I think he’s going to be okay. He fell from the 
second floor of a building we were framing across 
town and was rushed to the hospital.

Eddie’s girlfriend sits down on a couch on the porch. Robert walks over and sits next to 
her and offers some comfort by holding her hand.

ROBERT (CONT'D)
The nurse said he keeps asking for his boy. Do you 
have any contact for his family back home?

EDDIES GIRLFRIEND
I don’t have nothing written down, but he has called 
someone back there from here before. He told me it 
was his sister. Mentiroso! Maybe it’s on one of my 
phone bills.

Eddie’s girlfriend gets up and walks inside. 

Robert is sitting in the chair on the front porch rubbing his forehead with one hand back 
and forth.

Eddie’s girlfriend comes back outside with a phone bill in hand. 

Robert stands up to meet her.

EDDIES GIRLFRIEND (CONT'D)
Aqui Gringo, I think this is it. I don’t know her 
name but you can call them.

CUT TO:

INT. FRONT DESK OF ICU - DAY

Robert walks up to the front desk.

ROBERT
Excuse me, I was told by a nurse earlier today to try 
and get more information about a patient who was 
brought in. The guy works for me so I am trying to 
help out as much as I can.
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ICU RECEPTIONIS
(soft voice)

What is the patients name?

ROBERT
Eddie French.

ICU RECEPTIONIS
Yes,  Carla is the nurse that’s taking care of him, let 
me get her for you.

Carla comes around and meets Robert at the front desk.

ROBERT
Hi, I did get a phone number to his family back in 
Eutaw, Alabama. His girlfriend said she thinks it’s 
his sisters number.

CARLA
Have you contacted her?

ROBERT
No.

CARLA 
Good, it’s best if we call them, they might have 
further questions about his situation that you may 
not be able to answer.

CUT TO:

INT.  BASKETBALL GAME - NIGHT

JONATHAN FRENCH A.K.A J-ROCK, 18 African American tall medium built slams a 
basketball through the rim with two hands as the BUZZER SOUNDS to end the game.  

Jonathan is mobbed by his teammates and fans under the basket after an amazing finish to 
win the game.

REPORTER 1 early forties and a CAMERA MAN mid-thirties both caucasian males 
make their way through the crowd and sticks a microphone in Jonathan’s face. 
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REPORTER 1
(southern accent)

Jonathan, have you made up your mind on where 
you will be going next year?

JONATHAN
Not yet, there’s still basketball left and right now 
my focus is winning state.

REPORTER 1
With one more game left, you are fifteen points 
away from the high school scoring record. How 
does that feel?

JONATHAN
(Beat)

We both know it’s hard not to think about it but 
right now, my team is more important.

REPORTER 
We hear you are leaning towards Duke or North 
Carolina.

Jonathan signals to the camera man to turn the camera off. He turns to the reporter and 
leans into him

JONATHAN
(low voice and very serious)

There are some questions that I’ve never gotten 
answers to and I need answers.

REPORTER 1
(confused)

What’s that got to do with anything?

JONATHAN
(whispers)

One of us has to be the bigger man and I guess if he 
has not stepped up in ten years, I have to if I’m 
gonna get any answers.
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REPORTER 1
(confused)

Who? Who?

Reporter 1 drops his pencil and note pad as he scrambles to pick it up, Jonathan walks 
away.

REPORTER 1 (CONT'D)
(scrambling)

Jonathan! Hey Jonathan!

CUT TO:

INT. PLAYERS LOCKER ROOM - NIGHT

Jonathan enters the locker room and his TEAMMATES all African Americans wearing 
nothing but towels around their waste starts a locker room chant. 

TEAMMATES
J-Rock!

JONATHAN
What?

TEAMMATES
J-Rock!

JONATHAN
Who?

TEAMMATES
Man you know nobody can’t stop you!

Jonathan’s teammates gives him high fives as he walks by. 

Jonathan walks over to COACH FISHER early thirties, clean-cut and sharp dressed and 
they hug.

While hugging, Coach Fisher whispers in Jonathan’s ear. They continue to hug as 
Jonathan starts to cry.

As the pain turns into anger, Jonathan pushes away from Coach Fisher.
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JONATHAN
(angry)

He’s doing it again.

COACH FISHER
(confused)

Doing what?

Jonathan starts destroying the locker room

JONATHAN
(very angry)

He left me when I was little and now that I am older 
and looking for some answers, he’s doing it again.

COACH FISHER
Jonathan, he had an accident.

Jonathan grabs his clothes and stuffs them in his gym bag and storms out.

CUT TO:

INT. THE HUDSON LIVING ROOM - SAME NIGHT

Eddie’s sister BARBARA HUDSON mid-fifties, African American heavy with hair in 
rollers is sitting in a rocking chair by the night stand, hangs the phone up as Jonathan 
walks in.

Jonathan storms in carrying his game bag and his back pack and goes straight to his room.

Jonathan returns to the living room and sits on the couch across from Barbara with his 
head down.

BARBARA
(hesitant)

You know, don’t you?

JONATHAN
(softly)

Yeah, coach Fisher told me. It just feels like I’m 
never gonna get any answers to why he left.
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BARBARA
Jonathan...

Jonathan cuts her off.

JONATHAN
Aunt Barbara no disrespect but I don’t want to hear 
another one of your reasons why he left.

Jonathan gets up and walks out.

CUT TO:

SUPER- THREE DAYS LATER

INT. LOCKER ROOM BEFORE THE GAME - NIGHT

Coach Fisher is talking to the players and Jonathan walks in carrying his game bag.

COACH FISHER
(surprised)

J-Rock what are you doing here?

JONATHAN
(serious)

I’m gone play!

His teammates jump up and surround him cheering as coach Fisher stares at him from a 
distance.

Teammates finish getting dressed for the game as coach Fisher walks over to Jonathan.

COACH FISHER
I thought you were in California by now.

JONATHAN
(angry)

He ain't neva cared about me and now everything I 
worked for is on the line and I’m just supposed to 
drop that and run to his bedside.
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Coach Fisher pulls Jonathan to the side.

COACH FISHER
I know you want to win state but at the end of the 
day, it’s only a game and besides, you will have lots 
of chances to play in more games.

JONATHAN
I need to play, it means a lot to my teammates. It 
means a lot to me.

COACH FISHER
Alright then, suit up and let’s get this show on the 
road.

CUT TO:

INT. GAME - SAME NIGHT

Eutaw is down by two points to Northside with twenty seconds left in the game. 

Jonathan dribbles the ball up the sideline, passes mid-court and gets trapped. He passes it 
to a teammate at the top of the key then gets it back.

SLOW MOTION. With eight seconds left in the game, Jonathan shoots a three and 
makes it, but comes down and his knee CRACKS.

Jonathan is carried off the court by teammates to the bench. 

Coach Fisher rallies the team together around Jonathan for one last motivational speech.

COACH FISHER
(loud)

Okay, Jonathan has gotten us this far so let’s just 
play solid defense and close it out. Defense on 
three. 1-2-3.

TEAMMATES
(yells)

Defense!!!
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The game continues and Northside inbound the ball. As the clock ticks down 3-2-1, a 
Northside player throws up a hell-mary shot from beyond half-court and it goes in.

Jonathan sits on the bench crying as his teammates stand in shock.

CUT TO:

INT. HOSPITAL ROOM 2320- SAME NIGHT

Eddie is lying in his bed trembling. 

Carla walks in and rushes over to his bedside to try and calm him down.

Eddie’s bed sheets have blood stains on them. She pulls them back and there is blood on 
the bandages.

Carla immediately pushes the speaker on the side of the bed rail.

CARLA
Code blue to 2320, code blue to 2320!

Doctors and nurses fill the room and surround Eddies bed.

DR. HARTMAN
(yells)

Get the thoracotomy tray stat!

Surrounded by doctors and nurses, the bleeding is too severe and just minutes later Eddie 
dies.  

Beat. Everyone is staring at the monitor as it flat-lines. 

DISSOLVE TO:

SUPER - FIVE YEARS LATER
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INT. FAMILY GROCERY STORE FRONT REGISTER - NIGHT

Jonathan is the store manager at the families grocery store and is relieving the cashier 
while she’s on break and  looks down to check the time on his watch, a CUSTOMER late 
thirties African American male starts putting items on the conveyer belt.

Jonathan turns on the roller and turns off his register light.

CUSTOMER
I’m sorry, is this line closed?

JONATHAN
You’re OK, how are you today Sir?

The customer continues to unload his items. He looks up and realizes it’s Jonathan. 

CUSTOMER
(excited)

Hey, aren’t you Jonathan French?

JONATHAN
(Half smiles)

Yes I am.

CUSTOMER
(overly excited)

Man, I use to love to read the sports section the 
next day after one of your games...

Jonathan half smiles as he continue ringing up items.

CUSTOMER (CONT'D)
I remember the first time I went to one of your 
games, it was like going to a concert. I don’t know if 
people came to see you are to be seen, man there 
was cameras everywhere.

JONATHAN
Yeah, those were the good old days.
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CUSTOMER
(calm)

That was really messed up how your career ended. 
Man you were the best. To us, you were like the 
second coming around here.

JONATHAN
It happens to the best of us I guess. Your total is 
one-twenty-six, sixty-five... 

The customer pays and Jonathan loads the rest of his bags into his cart.

JONATHAN (CONT'D)
Thank you for shopping and have a nice day.

CUSTOMER
You to.

Jonathan signals for a WORKER to come and replace him at the register.

Jonathan walks with a slight limp to the back of the store to the meat department where 
Uncle Ken is slicing meat.

JONATHAN
(loud)

Uncle Ken, I’m leaving.

Jonathan turns and walks away.

KEN
(yells)

Jonathan!

Ken turns off the meet cutting machine and removes his apron.  

KEN (CONT'D)
(yelling)

Jonathan wait.

EXT. FRONT OF GROCERY STORE - NIGHT

Jonathan pushes the door open and comes out in a hurry while removing his tie. 
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A car slams on its breaks as Jonathan walks out into the parking lot with his head down 
searching for his keys.

Jonathan gets into his 69 Chevy Nova SS, backs out and speeds away blasting his music.

CUT TO:

INT. HUDSON HOUSE - DOOR WAY - SHORT TIME LATER

Jonathan comes inside and heads straight to his room and SLAMS OS his bedroom door. 

CUT TO:

INSERT - PICTURE OF HIS FATHER 

FALLS from the hallway wall and breaks.

Barbara walks down the hall and picks up the broken pieces. 

BACK TO SCENE

INT. HUDSON’S LIVING-ROOM - SAME NIGHT

Ken enters the living-room searching for Jonathan.

KEN
Where’s Jonathan?

BARBARA
(confused)

What the hell went wrong today?

KEN
(confused)

I don’t know, he just came to the back and told me 
he was leaving.

Ken is pacing back and forth in the living-room.
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BARBARA 
I think he needs to open up to someone. He has not 
talked to anyone since his dad died and that injury.

KEN
(calm)

He seems to been doing alright to me until today.

BARBARA
(sarcastic)

Shit Ken, you don’t pay attention to anything. That 
boy is in a lot of pain.

CUT TO:

INT. JONATHAN BEDROOM - SAME NIGHT

Jonathan is laying on his bed staring at the posters and newspaper clipping taped on his 
wall and talking on the phone with his cousin RICKEY JACKSON 23.

JONATHAN
Man I am so tired of this place. I wish I could just 
wake up from this nightmare.

RICKEY (O.S.)
(Heavy southern accent)

I’ve been telling yo ass for years to come out here. 
I’m telling country, you won’t regret it. The ladies 
are beautiful and there's more than just black and 
white ones. 

JONATHAN
Wait a minute. Country! Ain’t we from the same 
place?

Jonathan is leaning against his dresser while talking on the phone.

RICKEY (O.S.)
(loud)

Hell no, we were born in the same place. 
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I live in Killa-Cali baby and yo’ country ass live in 
the sticks. You need to stop dreamin and start 
sceemin.

JONATHAN
(laughing)

I hear you. Alright city slicker, I got to go. I will 
halla at ya later.

Jonathan hangs up the phone and lays back on his bed starring into the ceiling.

CUT TO:

INT. HUDSON LIVING ROOM - LATER THAT NIGHT

Ken and Barbara are sitting in the living-room as Jonathan comes in.

Jonathan comes in and sits across from them and takes a deep breath.

JONATHAN 
Hey auntie, sorry uncle Ken for leaving like that 
today.

KEN
(encouraging)

It’s alright, that store basically runs itself with a 
couple of employees.

Barbara looks at Ken in disbelief.

BARBARA
(upset)

The hell it does. If you gone take over the store 
someday, you better get your shit together.

JONATHAN 
(hesitant)

That’s kinda what I want to talk to you guys about. 
Auntie, uncle Ken, I just need a change. This place 
just won’t let me forget the past. Everywhere I go, 
I’m reminded of what could have been...
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Barbara stands up instantly.

BARBARA
(very angry)

So you just gone leave us high and dry like that? We 
took you in and took care of you.

KEN
(calm)

Barbara it’s ok.

BARBARA
(angrier)

No it’s not ok, we put our future in him when he 
couldn’t play basketball anymore. He has a good 
life here, but he want to throw it all away cause he 
tired of the same things. Hell we all get tired of the 
same things but that’s what people call, life.

Barbara storms out of the living-room and down the hall to her bedroom and SLAMS the 
door.

Jonathan stands in the living-room with a disappointing look on his face.

KEN
(calm)

Give her some time, she’s just a little upset right 
now.

JONATHAN
Uncle Ken, she’s pissed.

Ken puts his hand on Jonathan’s shoulder.

KEN
You right, she is pissed but we will be ok. Get out 
and see some places. You can always come home.

JONATHAN 
I just don’t want to be here anymore. I’m ready to 
leave it all; my car, my job, and anything else that 
reminds me of this place.
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KEN
So, when is this big change suppose to happen?

JONATHAN
Beat. Tomorrow.

CUT TO:

SUPER - LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

EXT. LAX AIRPORT - DAY

A plane pulls into a terminal.

CUT TO:

INT. DOORS OF WALKWAY RAMP - DAY

Jonathan steps out of the hallway and stops beside the check-in counter looking around 
for Rickey.

RICKEY (O.S.)
(Loud)

Man, get your country ass over here!

Jonathan spots Rickey and they meet up and give hand shakes and hugs.

RICKEY (CONT'D)
(excited)

What’s up cuz, how was the flight?

JONATHAN
(excited)

It was good. Man I was sitting next to this super 
fine ass white lady wearing this black business suit 
with a short skirt...

The two of them start walking through the airport.

RICKEY
Let me get that.
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Rickey takes the shoulder bag from Jonathan.

RICKEY (CONT'D)
Did you spit some game at her?

JONATHAN
No, she looked like some rich white guys woman 
who wouldn’t give me the time of day.

Rickey stops and turns to Jonathan.

RICKEY
(pointing his finger at Jonathan)

This back wood country ass thinking stops here. 
Out here every woman is fare game, no matter what 
she looks like or how she’s dressed.

Jonathan burst into laughter as they ride down the escalator.

CUT TO:

EXT. FRONT DOOR OF RICKEY’S APARTMENT - NIGHT

While Rickey opens the front door.  Jonathan stands behind him checking out the solar 
lights along the sidewalk and the freshly cut lawn. 

INT. LIVING ROOM RICKEY’S APARTMENT - SAME NIGHT

Rickey and Jonathan stand in the middle of the living-room. Jonathan eyes scan the room 
while Rickey explains how to operate the remote.

RICKEY
(tapping the top of the speaker)

Now this is my baby so pay attention cause you 
know ya’ll still got them desk top radios with that 
big ass knob on the front that you turn to find a 
station. 
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Jonathan nods his head while starring at a picture of SCARFACE hanging on the wall 
above the entertainment system. 

CUT TO:

INT. DOORWAY OF SPARE BEDROOM - SAME NIGHT

RICKEY
This is yo’ room but it ain’t yo’ room.

JONATHAN
(amazed)

Man, UPS must pay you good to be able to afford 
this place.

RICKEY
Lately it ain't been easy. Me and one of my boys 
moved in here together but he so call fell in love and 
moved out and in with some trick. 

Jonathan scans the room.

JONATHAN
How much do a place like this cost?

RICKEY
Too damn much, but it’s better than listening to 
them damn crickets all night.

Jonathan turns to Rickey and starts laughing.

CUT TO:

INT. KITCHEN TABLE - LATER SAME NIGHT

Rickey is leaning forward with his arms folded on the table and Jonathan is leaned back 
with a beer in his hand.

Rickey looks down at his watch.
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RICKEY
(chuckles)

Man it’s three in the mourning. We betta get some 
sleep, I got some places to take you tomorrow.

JONATHAN
Tomorrow! Man it’s already tomorrow. Looks like 
somebody can’t drink.

RICKEY
Yeah; whatever. Get some sleep, I’ll wake you up 
later.

CUT TO:

EXT. VENICE BEACH CALIFORNIA -  DAY

Jonathan and Rickey are walking through the crowded sidewalk. 

Rickey is pointing to the different shops and Jonathan is pointing at every nice looking 
girl he sees.

JONATHAN
Man this one should be arrested, with what she’s 
wearing.

RICKEY
Hey, its all legal out here.

While looking backwards, Jonathan bumps into Brooke Wade late twenties African 
American female with beautiful shoulder length hair and a amazing figure. 

BROOKE
(sarcastic)

Another brotha sweating the white girls.

Jonathan is speechless as he just stand and stares at Brooke and a GIRLFRIEND as they 
walk away.

RICKEY
Come on country, that’s just another sista with an 
attitude.
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JONATHAN
(yells)

Excuse me! It’s not like that.

Brooke turns and smiles but they keep walking.

Rickey pulls Jonathan by the shirt.

RICKEY
(impatient)

Come on country, forget about her.

CUT TO:

EXT. BLEACHERS AT VENICE BEACH - SAME DAY

Rickey and Jonathan are sitting in the bleachers watching the games and the ball bounces 
over and Jonathan catches it. Beat.

RICKEY
This is some real shit out here, these crazy 
muthafuckers will hurt you.

Jonathan chuckles then throws the ball back on the court.

CUT TO:

INT. RICKEY’S TRUCK ON THE WAY HOME - LATER THAT EVENING

Jonathan is starring out the window.

RICKEY
What’s up? You homesick already?

JONATHAN
Nauh, just thinking bout my first love.

RICKEY
Hey, when you get yo’ first piece, you gone be like 
Rachel who?

Jonathan turns and looks at Rickey and shakes his head.
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JONATHAN
Not her, stupid! Basketball!

RICKEY
Yeah, you was the shit back then. It tripped me out 
when they mentioned yo’ country ass on ESPN one 
night. I was like, what the hell. I bet you was like 
the black Jesus to them country folk.

Rickey reaches over and puts his hand on Jonathan shoulder.

RICKEY (CONT'D)
Now you just black.

Rickey and Jonathan burst into laughter.

CUT TO:

EXT. BACKYARD BAR-B-QUE AT ROXANNE HOUSE - DAY.

Jonathan follows Rickey out of the kitchen into the backyard.

Rickey introduces Jonathan to some friends, then their cousin ROXANNE COLEMAN 
53, walks over and gives Rickey a hug and a kiss on the cheek.

ROXANNE
Hey baby how you doing?

RICKEY
I’m good, thanks for letting us come over.

ROXANNE
You boys help yourself to some food.

Roxanne turns to walk away and Rickey grabs her by the wrist.

RICKEY
Excuse me Ms. Coleman, this is our cousin 
Jonathan from back home.

ROXANNE
Who’s your people?
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JONATHAN
Eddie was my dad.

Roxanne puts her hands on her hips and stares at Jonathan.

ROXANNE
(shocked)

You Eddie’s boy?

JONATHAN
Yeah, one of ‘em.

ROXANNE
Well, you’re always welcome here.

Jonathan reaches out to shake Roxanne’s hand.

JONATHAN
Thank you, that means a lot.

ROXANNE
Boy! We family, ain’t no hand shaken round here.

Roxanne pulls Jonathan in for a hug.

CUT TO:

INT. FRONT SECURITY DESK OF FIRST STEP - DAY

First Step is a athletic shoe manufacturing company.

ROBERT COLEMAN early twenties short and chunky, introduces Jonathan to ROSIE 
NAVARRO mid-twenties, petite Hispanic.

ROBERT
Hey sexy, this is my cousin Jonathan.

Rosie stands up and leans over the counter to shake Jonathan’s hand.

ROSIE
(smiling)

Nice to meet you Jonathan.
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Rosie points her finger at Robert.

ROSIE (CONT'D)
You watch your mouth in front of new hires.

Rosie pushes the button to let Robert and Jonathan through the double doors leading to 
the production area.

CUT TO:

INT. PRODUCTION AREA - DAY

Robert walks Jonathan through the production area explaining the function of each 
machine.

CINDY SMITH early thirties, curvy Caucasian walks by and catches Jonathan’s 
attention.

CUT TO:

INT. EXIT DOORWAY OF PRODUCTION AREA - DAY

Robert and Jonathan enter the front lobby.

CUT TO:

INT. SECURITY FRONT DESK - DAY

Robert is at the desk and Jonathan is sitting in one of the chairs across from it.

ROBERT
Keep an eye on him, he will be here til the end of 
the shift.

ROSIE
(smiles)

I don’t have time for baby-sitting, I have a job to 
do.
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JONATHAN (O.S.)
What’s ya job, trying to keep from falling asleep 
watching those TV’s?

ROSIE
They’re not TV’s, they are called monitors.

Rosie TOUCHES Jonathan hand as she shows him the security monitors behind the 
desk.

Jonathan and Rosie stare into each others eyes.

CUT TO:

INT. JONATHAN BEDROOM - MORNING

Jonathan is lying in bed asleep on his stomach. The PHONE OS rings.

Rickey walks into Jonathan’s bedroom and tosses the cordless phone on the bed.

RICKEY
(loud southern accent)

Hey! It’s some girl name Rosie. 

JONATHAN
Give me a minute.

RICKEY
Too late dog, the phones on the bed.

Jonathan sits up on the side of the bed in his boxers and puts his head in his hands.

JONATHAN
(groggy)

Hello.

ROSIE (O.S.)
Morning sleepy head. Are you still sleeping?
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JONATHAN
I was, but I'm up now.

CUT TO:

INT. KITCHEN - DAY

Jonathan enters the kitchen still on the phone wearing a wife beater, boxers and socks.

Rickey is leaning against the kitchen counter drinking orange juice and smiling at Jonathan 
as he walks in.

Jonathan ends his phone conversation.

JONATHAN
(scowling)

What the hell are you smiling at?

RICKEY
(smiling)

I remember what you use to wear. You came out 
here wearing yo’ plad pajamas, matching house coat 
and slippers and shit.

Jonathan looks down at his socks, shakes his head then walks out of the kitchen.

CUT TO:

EXT. FRONT ENTRANCE OF MALL - DAY

Jonathan is amazed at the size of the Mall.

CUT TO:

INT. MALL - DAY

SERIES OF SHOTS

Jonathan and Rosie walk out of a clothing store with Jonathan carrying one bag.
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Jonathan and Rosie walk out of shoe store, now carrying two bags.

Jonathan and Rosie walk out of a restaurant holding their stomachs.

END SERIES OF SHOTS

CUT TO:

EXT. TRUNK OF ROSIE’S CAR IN MALL PARKING LOT - SAME DAY

Rosie opens the trunk of her car and Jonathan kisses her as she turns to grab the bags.

CUT TO:

INT. FRONT SECURITY DESK OF FIRST STEP - DAY

Jonathan walks in with a group of workers wearing blue work smocks.

Rosie stands up and leans over the counter.

ROSIE
(smiling)

Excuse me! Can I see your badge?

Jonathan walks over to the counter and looks Rosie in the eyes.

JONATHAN
(low voice)

I’ll show you mine if you show me yours.

ROSIE
(smiles)

Maybe later if you are not tired from working.

Jonathan walks away smiling.

Robert meets Jonathan at the entrance door to the production area.

INT. PRODUCTION AREA - DAY

Robert, Cindy and Jonathan stand at the front of her desk.
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ROBERT
Cindy, this is Jonathan. He’s going to be your new 
packaging inspector.

CINDY
(smiling)

Hi.

Jonathan reaches out to shake Cindy’s hand. 

JONATHAN
How you doing?

ROBERT
Cindy has been a supervisor for three years so I
don’t have to tell her what to show you.

Robert starts to walk away then turns around.

ROBERT (CONT'D)
(smiling)

Let me know if he can’t handle it and we will fire 
his ass.

Cindy walks to the first machine on her production line.

CUT TO:

EXT. SIDEWALK FRONT OF  BUILDING - EVENING 

Workers are leaving.

Jonathan and Robert talk on the way to the car.

CUT TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM OF RICKEYS APARTMENT - SATURDAY MORNING

Rickey is standing in the middle of the living room watching TV.

Jonathan is sitting on the couch by the door putting on socks.
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There is a KNOCK OS at the door. Rickey goes to open it and in walks Robert wearing a 
black shirt, black shorts, black shoes, and black socks.

ROBERT
So I heard you was the man back in the day.

JONATHAN
Yeah, I played a little bit.

ROBERT
Well, these youngsters out here can play, so you 
better bring your A game.

Beat. Jonathan looks up at Rickey and they smile at each other.

Rickey look over at Robert, then puts one hand on his shoulder.

RICKEY
Bring a camera.

Jonathan starts to put on his tennis shoes and Robert stops him.

ROBERT
Hey, just put on some slippers or something. The 
company provides shoes. This is our way of testing 
the new product.

CUT TO:

EXT. BASKETBALL COURT AT THE PARK - NOON

Jonathan, Rickey and Robert walk to the edge of the court and watch guys shoot around.

MALE CO-WORKER (O.S.)
Hey Jonathan, why don’t you get a pair of shoes 
and let us show you how it should be done.

Jonathan walks over and picks out a pair of shoes.

Jonathan is sitting in the grass wearing a knee brace and lacing up his shoes. Rosie walks 
over and puts her hand on Jonathan shoulder.
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ROSIE
(softly)

Try not to hurt yourself, you just got this job.

Rosie walks away wearing flip-flops, shorts and a halter top. Jonathan stares at her butt 
while he stretches.

A group of players stand center court all laughing at Jonathan while he is stretching.

PLAYER (O.S.)
(yelling)

Hey Jonathan, if you were a true baller you 
wouldn’t need to stretch. A couple times up and 
down and you should be good. 

The players start laughing again.

JONATHAN
Where I'm from, a couple times up and down the 
court and you down by six.

Jonathan walks past the guys at center court towards one basket then stops and turns to 
them.

JONATHAN (CONT'D)
Against real ballers, games over.

Game starts and Jonathan has a noticeable limp. His TEAMMATE passes him the ball 
and he puts up a shot from long range and hits it.

Jonathan pretends to head down court but turns and steals the inbound pass and hits 
another shot.

The crowd at the park starts cheering.

CUT TO:

EXT. FOOD TABLE AT THE PARK - EARLY EVENING

Jonathan is fixing a plate and Cindy walks up wearing shades a white sun dress and flip 
flops.
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CINDY
(discreet)

I didn’t know you could play like that.

Jonathan continues fixing his plate.

JONATHAN
(whispers)

There is a lot you don’t know about me.

CINDY
So did you get that limp on the court or off the 
court?

Jonathan stops fixing his plate as they sneak a look into each others eyes.

They both turn and walk away as people start to come over to the table.

Carrying a plate in one hand and a can soda in the other, Jonathan meets Rosie center 
court then walk across to sit in the grass.

ROSIE
Hey, you’re pretty good. You never told me you 
use to play ball.

JONATHAN
We never talk about what I use to do.

ROSIE
Why don’t you still play?

JONATHAN
I see you weren’t really watching if you are asking 
that question.

ROSIE
Well I did notice you were moving a little slow.

JONATHAN
That’s not moving slow, that’s called an injury.

Rosie moves closer to Jonathan.
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ROSIE
So tell me what happen.

Jonathan hesitates to respond then looks up and catches Cindy staring at him.

CUT TO:

INT. COMPANY CAFETERIA - NOON

Jonathan is sitting at a table eating by himself and Cindy walks over.

CINDY
Expecting any company?

JONATHAN
No, have a seat.

CINDY
So what else can I find out about Jonathan besides 
how good he is at playing basketball?

Jonathan stops eating, leans forward and folds his arms on the table.

JONATHAN
What do you want to know about Jonathan.

CINDY
Are you that good in bed?

JONATHAN
Damn girl, you don’t waste time do you?

CINDY
I don’t have time to waste.

Jonathan leans back in his chair.

JONATHAN
I think it’s time to go back to work.

Jonathan starts to get up from his chair.
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CINDY
So, do you need a ride home today?

JONATHAN
Maybe.

Jonathan and Cindy dump their trays and head back work.

CUT TO:

INT. PRODUCTION AREA CINDY’S LINE - DAY

Jonathan and Cindy are tying their smocks getting ready to start working when the 
electricity goes out and the emergency lights come on.

JONATHAN
(surprised)

Hey, what’s going on?

Cindy goes over to her desk to get a red flag and holds it in the air.

Workers on her production line start to gather at her desk as Jonathan stands next to her.

CINDY
(calm)

As you can see, every line supervisor has a different
color flag so that their workers know where to go in 
emergency situation.

Everyone starts exiting the production area.

CUT TO:

INT. FRONT SECURITY DESK OF FIRST STEP- DAY

Workers are exiting in two lines with their smocks open as Rosie and another SECURITY 
GUARD check them out.

Jonathan approaches Rosie just as Cindy approaches the other security  guard to be 
checked.
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ROSIE
They are probably going to send you guys home. 
Are you going to wait for me?

JONATHAN
No, I got a ride.

Rosie looks over at Cindy as they make eye contact.

CUT TO:

INT. CINDY’S CAR - LATER SAME DAY

CINDY
So, we got two extra hours, what do you want to 
do?

JONATHAN
I thought you were giving me a ride home.

CINDY
(smiling)

I am, sometime today.

Jonathan looks down at Cindy’s legs.

JONATHAN
You really want to know what I’m about, don’t 
you?

CINDY
Yeah, I do.

CUT TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM OF RICKEYS APARTMENT- SAME DAY

Jonathan walks in first and Cindy enters behind him.
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CINDY
How do you afford this place off what K5 pays 
you?

Jonathan stops, turns to answer Cindy and she kisses him. 

Jonathan puts one hand on her cheek and the other on her butt and pushes her against the 
door.

CUT TO:

INT. JONATHAN BEDROOM - LATER THAT NIGHT

Jonathan is asleep on his stomach in bed and Rosie is standing over him.

Rosie reaches down and shakes him.

Jonathan lifts his head and is surprised to see Rosie standing over him. He looks at the 
clock on his night stand then sits up against his headboard.

JONATHAN
(groggy)

What are you doing here and how long have you 
been standing over me?

ROSIE
(softly)

Did you sleep with her?

JONATHAN
What? Who? Wait a minute, why are you asking me 
all these questions and how did you get in.

ROSIE
(beat)

You’re right.

Rosie walks out of the bedroom.

Jonathan crawls to the end of his bed.
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JONATHAN
(yelling)

Rosie! Rosie...

Jonathan pounds the bed with his fist.

JONATHAN (CONT'D)
Shit!

CUT TO:

INT. FRONT SECURITY DESK OF FIRST STEP- MORNING

JONATHAN
Hey.

ROSIE
Hey.

ROSIE (CONT'D)
You don’t have to say anything.

Disappointed, Jonathan walks away.

ROSIE (CONT'D)
Hey, am I taking you home?

Jonathan stops, turns around and smiles.

CUT TO:

INT. PRODUCTION AREA CINDY’S LINE - DAY

Jonathan is loading boxes onto a pallet and Cindy walks by and sticks a note in his 
pocket.

CUT TO:
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INT. COMPANY CAFETERIA - NOON

Jonathan is eating then reaches in his smock pocket and pulls out THE NOTE Cindy 
gave him during work and reads it.

After Jonathan finish reading the note he smiles then puts it back in his pocket.

CUT TO:

EXT. COMPANY PARKING LOT - EVENING

Jonathan is leaning back against the passenger side of Rosie’s car  

Cindy walks by and catches Jonathan’s eye. 

Rosie walks up and catches Jonathan staring at Cindy.  

CUT TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM OF RICKEYS APARTMENT- SAME NIGHT

Jonathan and Rosie are sitting on the couch watching a movie. Rosie suddenly climbs 
onto Jonathan’s lap and starts kissing him.

JONATHAN
What was that for?

ROSIE
I’m fighting for you.

JONATHAN
Fighting for me. Oh, I see what this is about. You 
back to Cindy taking me home that day.

Rosie attempts to kiss Jonathan again and he pushes her away.

JONATHAN (CONT'D)
You not this type of girl Rosie, what are you trying 
to prove.
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ROSIE
How do you know what type of girl I am, we have 
not slept together yet.

Rosie climbs off Jonathan and sits back next to him and starts to cry.

ROSIE (CONT'D)
(crying)

I really like you. 

Jonathan turns and hugs Rosie.

JONATHAN
Then, lets just continue to enjoy each others 
company and stop worrying about Cindy. We work 
together and I can’t stop talking to her because you 
are jealous.

Rosie looks into Jonathan eyes and they start kissing again.

Rosie climbs back onto Jonathan’s lap.

CUT TO:

INT. PRODUCTION AREA CINDY’S LINE - DAY

Jonathan is loading boxes onto a pallet and a male hispanic CO-WORKER,  approaches 
him.

CO-WORKER
Cindy wants to see you.

Jonathan walks over to  Cindy’s desk.

JONATHAN
You wanted to see me?

CINDY
(smiling)

Yeah, but not right now, after work.
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Jonathan looks at Cindy, smiles, then goes back to work.

CUT TO:

INT. EXIT DOORWAY OF PRODUCTION AREA - DAY

Rosie and the other security guard stand at the doorway ready to check employees as 
they exit in two lines.

Back in the line Jonathan looks up and sees Rosie on his side.

Jonathan grabs Cindy by the arm.

JONATHAN
Hey, switch sides with me.

CINDY
What? What are you doing?

JONATHAN
I just don’t feel like dealing with her issues right 
now.

CINDY
Are you married to her?

JONATHAN
No, but she’s a nice person.

Jonathan and Cindy approach Rosie and the other guard to be checked out.

Rosie stares Cindy down while she checks her out.

CUT TO:

EXT. SIDEWALK FRONT OF BUILDING- EVENING

Jonathan and Cindy are walking to the parking lot.

Rosie storms out of the front door as the other security  guard chases her.
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SECURITY GUARD
Rosie wait!

Jonathan and Cindy turn around and Rosie is walking fast in their direction.

Jonathan sticks his hand out to calm Rosie down.

JONATHAN
Rosie don’t do this.

Jonathan is now standing between Rosie and Cindy.

ROSIE
(angry)

Don’t do what? Whip her ass.

CINDY
Oh no honey, there will be no ass whipping today 
unless I’m doing it.

A crowd of workers have now gathered.

The security guard grabs Rosie and tries to pull her back inside. Jonathan thinks it is over 
and relaxes, then Cindy reaches around and slaps Rosie and the fight breaks out.

CUT TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM OF RICKEYS APARTMENT- SAME DAY

Jonathan storms in slams the door, throws his work smock on the couch and starts pacing 
back and forth in the living-room.

Rickey walks into the living-room.

RICKEY
Hey country, what’s going on?

Jonathan is pounding his head with both hands and pacing back and forth.

JONATHAN
(angry)

I messed up. I messed up. 
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If I act without thinking I mess up, so I try to talk 
things out and it still gets messed up. 

RICKEY
Damn country! Are you on crack? What the hell are 
you talking about?

JONATHAN
Rosie and Cindy got into a fight today.

RICKEY
(confused)

What? Wait a minute. Why are they fighting. What 
did you do?

JONATHAN
I didn’t do...

The phone RINGS and Jonathan rushes over to get it.

JONATHAN (CONT'D)
(nervous)

Hello! Hello! Rosie.

KEN (O.S.)
Hey boy. I see them women got you begging.

JONATHAN
Hello.

KEN (O.S.)
Jonathan, this yo’ uncle Ken. Are you alright?

Jonathan sits down on the couch.

JONATHAN
(surprised)

Hey Uncle Ken, what’s up!

KEN (O.S.)
You didn’t answer my question?
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JONATHAN
What question? 

KEN (O.S.)
If it’s too fast out there, you can always come back 
home.

JONATHAN
I know, but I’ll be okay.

KEN (O.S.)
Well don’t let ‘em take you too fast and call us 
every now and then to let us know you are okay.

Jonathan gets up and walks over to the receiver.

JONATHAN
Alright Unk, be easy and tell auntie Barbara I love 
her.

CUT TO:

INT. KITCHEN OF RICKEY’S APARTMENT - DAY

Rickey hears Jonathan HANG THE PHONE UP OS.

Jonathan walks into the kitchen and they sit down at the table.

RICKEY
So what the hell went wrong today and why are 
them tricks fighting?

JONATHAN
Okay, Cindy and Rosie...

RICKEY
Yeah, yeah you told me that, fast-forward to why 
they got into a fight. 
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Jonathan and Rickey continue talking about the situation into the early hours of the 
morning.

CUT TO:

INT. FRONT SECURITY DESK OF FIRST STEP- MORNING

Jonathan walks in to work and Rosie is not at the security desk.

Robert stands in the doorway of the Human Resource Department.

ROBERT
Hey J can I see you for a minute?

CUT TO:

INT. HUMAN RESOURCE OFFICE ROBERTS DESK - DAY

Jonathan walks in and Rosie and Cindy are sitting there.

Jonathan sits down in the chair between Cindy and Rosie.

ROBERT 
(serious)

What happened yesterday?

Jonathan looks at Cindy then at Rosie.

JONATHAN
It was my fault.

Cindy and Rosie both shockingly look at Jonathan. 

JONATHAN (CONT'D)
I told Rosie something Cindy told me about her. I 
shouldn’t have did it but I did, and I guess Rosie 
decided to call her on it yesterday.

Rosie and Cindy both drop their head in disbelief.

Robert leans forward on his desk.
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ROBERT
(angry)

Look! I know that’s bull-shit and you better start 
telling me the truth or you leaving me no choice but 
to write it up as that and you know what’s going to 
happen next.

Rosie sits quiet with her head down but Cindy tries to speak.

CINDY
(softly)

OK Robert this...

Jonathan leans forward and interrupts her.

JONATHAN
I told you cuz, that’s what started it.

ROBERT
(angry)

Man that’s a bitch move and I know you better 
than that. So stop covering up and tell me the truth 
or let Rosie tell me the truth.

Jonathan sits back in his chair, folds his arms and stays quiet.

ROBERT (CONT'D)
So you going to let it go down like that.

Robert looks at the clock on the wall then over at Rosie.

ROBERT (CONT'D)
Rosie after I turn in my report to your Security 
company they will handle your situation from 
there. Cindy you can go to work and Jonathan I 
need you to stay. 

Cindy and Rosie get up and leave and Robert starts filling out the report and paperwork 
to terminate Jonathan.

CUT TO:
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EXT. FRONT PORCH OF RICKEY’S APARTMENT - DAY

Jonathan is sitting in a chair on the porch and Cindy walks up and sits in his lap. He gives 
her a half hug but looks away.

CINDY
(disappointed)

What’s wrong with you? It’s been two weeks since 
you lost your job and you act like it’s the end of the 
world. You don’t want to get out of the house, you 
don’t even want to have sex.

Jonathan looks up at Cindy but says nothing then drops his head.

Cindy stands up in anger.

CINDY (CONT'D)
(angry)

Look, if I’m wasting my time just tell me. I’m here 
for you but you act like you don’t want me here. 
Snap out of it.

Jonathan gets pissed off and stands up.

JONATHAN
(angry)

You have a job, so don’t talk that shit to me.

Jonathan goes inside and slams the door leaving Cindy outside on the front porch.

DISSOLVE TO:

SUPER - THREE MONTHS LATER

Rickey walks into the living room and Jonathan is sitting on the couch with thick hair, 
face unshaven and wearing dingy sweats.

RICKEY
(angry)

That’s it. 
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I'm tired of you sitting around on your ass doing 
nothing. I have put up with you feeling sorry for 
yourself because of this bull-shit long enough. If 
this is how you want to live, take your ass back to 
Alabama.

With arms folded leaned back on the couch, Jonathan looks up at Rickey then drops his 
head.

JONATHAN
(softly)

Just give me some time cuz.

RICKEY
(very angry)

Time! You been sitting on your ass for three 
months. How much time do you need. You won’t 
go get a job, you won’t go out. You won’t even 
wash your ass on a daily basis. 

Rickey starts to walk away then turns back.

RICKEY (CONT'D)
(calm)

Look, it’s Fiesta weekend in Santa Barbara. It’s like 
the biggest block party you will ever see. You’re 
going with me or you’re taking your country ass 
back home.

CUT TO:

EXT. ENTRANCE OF CLUB WILD - SAME NIGHT

Jonathan and Rickey are in a long line out front of the club.

JONATHAN
(excited)

Damn Rickey, look at the women. Hey thanks for 
putting your foot in my ass today, I needed it.

Rickey stares at TWO WOMEN walking by.
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RICKEY
You lucky you my cousin or I would have put that 
ass out a long time ago.

CUT TO:

INT. AT THE BAR IN THE CLUB - SAME NIGHT

Jonathan is standing behind Brooke at the bar but he doesn’t remember her at the time.

Music is blasting and the bar is crowded as Jonathan leans forward and whispers in her 
ear.  

JONATHAN
(whispers)

Looks like you need a little help. What you 
drinking?

BROOKE
(nicely)

Thanks but my drink is coming.

Jonathan checks Brooke out while waiting for the bar tender to come back over.

JONATHAN
(smoothly)

How could I be so foolish to think that you needed 
help getting his attention.

The bar tender brings Brooke her drink and Jonathan pays for it.

BROOKE
(smiles)

Thanks. To a good night.

Jonathan and Brooke toast and both leave the bar.

CUT TO:
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INT. DANCE FLOOR IN THE CLUB - LATER THAT NIGHT

Jonathan is dancing with a GIRL in the middle of a crowded dance floor and Brooke 
makes her way through and grabs him by the arm and pulls him away.

CUT TO:

INT. CORNER TABLE OF NIGHT CLUB - NIGHT

Jonathan and Brooke stand and talk.

BROOKE
That was real nice of you to buy me a drink.

JONATHAN
(smiling)

So you pull me from the dance floor to tell me that?

BROOKE
(smiles)

Well, I wanted to thank you.

Brooke drops her head and starts giggling.

JONATHAN
What’s so funny?

Brooke stirs her drink and stares into Jonathan’s eyes.

BROOKE
We met at the bar, I pulled you from the dance floor 
and we have been sitting here talking for a few 
minutes now and I don’t know your name.

Jonathan reaches over and grabs Brooke’s hand.

JONATHAN
(smiles)

Jonathan!
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BROOKE
It’s nice to finally meet you Jonathan! I’m Brooke...

Two of Brooke’s friends ERICA man hater, late twenties and THERESA very nice, mid-
twenties both African American women come over from the dance floor. 

BROOKE (CONT'D)
And these are my friends Erica and Theresa.

ERICA
I see you found someone to help you watch our 
drinks.

Theresa nudges Erica.

THERESA
(smiles)

Hi, never mind her she’s hard on everyone.

BROOKE
This is the guy I was telling you guys about.

Beat. Jonathan looks at Brooke then at her friends suspiciously.

THERESA
So you’re a gentleman and you’re cute.

ERICA
(sarcastic)

Not to many of those left.

Erica mad dogs Jonathan.

ERICA (CONT'D)
These days guys want to fuck you first, then get to 
know you so they can fuck you over.

Brooke and Theresa burst into laughter and Jonathan just stares at Erica.

JONATHAN
Maybe I should go.

Brooke reaches over and grabs Jonathan by the hand.
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BROOKE
No, please don’t. She’s just venting her frustrations 
with the men in her life.

CUT TO:

EXT. PARKING LOT NEXT TO BROOKE’S CAR - SAME NIGHT

Rickey is standing next to his Truck across the parking lot. Theresa and Erica are sitting 
in Brooke’s C32 AMG light blue with white interior Mercedes while Brooke and 
Jonathan stand outside.

JONATHAN
I had fun. This was a very interesting night. I 
needed it.

BROOKE
I must say, Erica can be a handful at times.

Erica and Theresa bob their head to music blasting from the open sun roof of Brooke’s 
car.

BROOKE (CONT'D)
Look, the girls and I are going back to their 
apartment for drinks. Why don’t you and your 
friend join us.

Jonathan looks over at Rickey sitting in his truck listening to music.

JONATHAN
That’s my cousin who has been there for me and 
there is no way I’m putting him in the cage with 
Erica.

Brooke laughs.

BROOKE
Trust me, it will be fun, bring him over and 
introduce him to the girls.

Jonathan walks over to get Rickey and Brooke checks him out.
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SLOW MOTION. Jonathan and Rickey are walking back over to Brooke’s car. Brooke 
has her door open bent over talking to her friends inside the car. Jonathan stares at 
Brooke’s legs then her butt.

CUT TO:

EXT. PARKING LOT NEXT TO BROOKE’S CAR - LATER

Brooke, Erica and Theresa are standing outside Brooke’s car.

JONATHAN
Brooke, ladies, this is my cousin Rickey. Rickey 
this is Brooke, Theresa, and Erica.

Rickey shakes Brooke and Theresa’s hand but Erica just gives him a nod and refuses to 
shake hands.

Beat. Brooke is having a De ja vue moment.

Jonathan looks at Rickey confused then back at Brooke.

JONATHAN (CONT'D)
What’s wrong.

BROOKE
Nothing, here’s the plan. Theresa and Erica are 
going to ride with your cousin back to their place 
and we will follow them in my car.

Brooke tosses her car keys to Jonathan.

BROOKE (CONT'D)
Don’t wreck it.

Rickey walks back to his car with Theresa and Erica but with distance between them.

Erica makes a angry gesture at Rickey.
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INT. BROOKE’S CAR ON THE WAY TO THERESA AND ERICA PLACE - NIGHT

Jonathan is driving. He and Brooke are holding hands listening to slow songs.

CUT TO:

EXT. OUTSIDE OF BROOKE’S CAR AT THERESA’S APARTMENT - LATER

Jonathan is leaning back against Brooke’s car with her facing him.

Jonathan stares up in the sky as soft music plays from Brooke’s car.

BROOKE
What are you thinking?

JONATHAN
(beat)

What’s the catch?

Brooke leans her head back.

BROOKE
(curiously)

What do you mean?

JONATHAN
Not like that. I mean, you are a beautiful woman 
and from what I can see, you have a good heart.

BROOKE
(relaxed)

Thank you, that was a good come back.

JONATHAN
Why aren't you taken?

BROOKE
I don’t want to be taken. I don’t want to be 
someone’s property.
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JONATHAN
Why are you making me work so hard.

BROOKE
(smiles)

Would you like me better if I was easy?

Jonathan gets irritated at Brooke not answering his question.

BROOKE (CONT'D)
Hey relax, just kidding with you.

Brooke puts both hands on Jonathan’s cheeks and they kiss passionately.

Jonathan picks Brooke up by her legs.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. BASKETBALL GAME - DAY

HUNTER 8, African American, dribbles the ball up the sideline. The CLOCK shows six 
seconds left and the game is tied at forty-two. 

The crowd counts down the time.

CROWD (O.S.)
“5”, “4”, “3”, “2”, 

Hunter who’s a lot more athletic than the other kids, passes it to a teammate and cuts 
towards the basket. He gets the ball back and hits a lay-up as the BUZZER SOUNDS 
OS.

Brooke and Jonathan jump up and down as they give high fives then head down the 
bleachers to congratulate Hunter.

Hunter and his teammates are at center court celebrating.

TEAM
“2”, “4”, “6”, “8”, who do we appreciate. Go 
Lakers!
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The team members start to leave with their parents. 

CUT TO:

EXT. PARKING LOT STANDING NEXT TO BROOKE’S CAR - DAY

Brooke, Hunter, and Jonathan stand at the side of her car. 

BROOKE
(smiling)

Hunter, this is Jonathan. Jonathan this is my little 
man.

Jonathan shakes hands with Hunter.

JONATHAN
(smiling)

Great game little man.

HUNTER
(softly)

Thank you.

Jonathan squats down to Hunters level.

JONATHAN
(encouraging)

A little shy but a beast on that court. I like that. 

Jonathan looks up at Brooke.

JONATHAN (CONT'D)
He reminds me of someone.

CUT TO:

INT. BOOTH AT MCDONALD - DAY

Jonathan, Brooke and Hunter are finishing their lunch. 
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BROOKE
Theresa and Erica are having a house party tonight 
at there place. If you’re not busy maybe you can 
come.

JONATHAN
That sounds good, I think I can handle that.

HUNTER
(excited)

Hey mom, can I go?

Brooke rubs Hunter on the head then kisses him on the cheek.

BROOKE
Sorry baby, it’s a grown-up party and besides, it’s 
your fathers weekend.

Jonathan smiles as he takes in the enjoyment of Brooke and Hunters conversation. 

Brooke checks the time on her watch.

BROOKE (CONT'D)
Your father is picking you up in thirty minutes. We 
better go.

CUT TO:

EXT. MCDONALD PARKING LOT NEXT TO BROOKE’S CAR - SAME DAY

Hunter is sitting in the back seat playing his PS2. Brooke and Jonathan are standing 
outside.

JONATHAN
So what time shall I meet you there?

Brooke checks on Hunter then sneakily grabs Jonathan’s hand.

BROOKE
(smiles)

How about I pick you up?
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JONATHAN
That sounds even better.

BROOKE
I’ll call you later.

CUT TO:

INT. BROOKE’S CAR  DRIVEWAY OF THERESA’S APARTMENT - NIGHT

BROOKE
Try not to let Erica get to you.

Jonathan checks Brooke out from head to toe and loses focus on what she is talking 
about.

JONATHAN
Okay.

CUT TO:

EXT. FRONT DOOR STEP OF THERESA’S APARTMENT - SAME NIGHT

Brooke reaches over and rings the door bell and Jonathan is standing behind her checking 
her out from head to toe again.

Theresa opens the door.

THERESA
(bubbly)

Hi, you two. Come on in.

INT. LIVING ROOM OF THERESA AND ERICA APARTMENT - NIGHT

Brooke walks in and Jonathan sticks his head in the door pretending to be looking for 
Erica.

THERESA
(giggles)

She’s in the kitchen mixing drinks. I think you have 
passed the test so relax.
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Brooke leads Jonathan through the crowded party and find a place to sit on the couch.

CUT TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM OF THERESA AND ERICA APARTMENT - LATER IN THE 
A.M. 

THERESA
Why don’t you guys stay the night here. There are 
some blankets in the hall closet.

Everyone has left, Brooke and Jonathan are sitting on the couch watching a movie.

Brooke has one of her legs across Jonathan’s leg with her dress pushed between her legs. 
Jonathan rubs her thigh gently.

Brooke leans forward, looks Jonathan in the eyes then kisses him slowly, then suddenly 
pushes him away.

Jonathan slowly climbs on top of Brooke and kisses her again then passionately moves 
his way down to her belly button. Brooke Jonathan away.

JONATHAN
(whispers)

What’s wrong?

Brooke sits up on the couch breathing deeply.

BROOKE
Nothing, everything feels so right.

JONATHAN
(confused)

Then why are you stopping me?

BROOKE
The timing is wrong.

JONATHAN
But Theresa and Erica are sleep.
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BROOKE
I know, but not here. 

Beat.

BROOKE (CONT'D)
Lets go to my place.

CUT TO:

INT. DOORWAY ENTRANCE OF BROOKE’S HOUSE IN SANTA BARBARA - 
EARLY MORNING

Brooke stumbles in backwards with her arms around Jonathan’s neck kissing him.

They start removing their clothes while going upstairs. Brooke is holding on to the 
stairway.

CUT TO:

INT. DOORWAY OF BROOKE’S BEDROOM - LATER

Brooke is down to her black panties and black bra. Jonathan is in his boxers. 

Jonathan is carrying Brooke into her bedroom kissing her as she grabs the doorway with 
both hands.

They stare into each others eyes and she lets go of the doorway.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. BROOKE’S BEDROOM - NEXT MORNING

Jonathan is asleep on his stomach and Brooke walks in wearing a black silk robe with 
breakfast in hand. She sits the food on the bed and wakes him up with a kiss on his back.

BROOKE
(softly)

Wake up sleepy head.
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Jonathan turns over and Brooke hugs him.

JONATHAN
(sleepy)

What time is it.

BROOKE
It’s ten-thirty. Now eat your breakfast before it 
gets cold.

Brooke crawls over Jonathan and goes into the bathroom. Jonathan props up on his 
elbow and watches Brooke as she walks into the bathroom.

Brooke comes out wearing a white jogging suit.

BROOKE (CONT'D)
I’m going to the store. I’ll be back in a minute.

Brooke walks out of the room.

Jonathan lies in the bed listening for the front door to open and close.

Jonathan searches through the bathroom drawers and medicine cabinet.

Jonathan meets Brooke at the door with a kiss and takes the bags from her hand.

JONATHAN
Let me get those for you, then we got some 
business to take care of.

CUT TO:

INT. BROOKE’S KITCHEN - DAY

While putting the groceries away Jonathan hugs Brooke from behind and kisses her softly 
on the neck.

BROOKE
Mmmm. Let me put the milk and juice away then 
we can go up stairs.
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Jonathan takes Brooke by the hand and guides her up stairs.

CUT TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM OF RICKEYS APARTMENT- NEXT DAY 

Rickey is laying on the couch watching TV when Jonathan walks in.

RICKEY
Damn dog, I thought somebody kidnapped you.

JONATHAN
(chuckles)

They did and tied me up too.

Rickey sits up quickly on the couch and faces Jonathan.

RICKEY
(excited)

Yo, homegirl is a freak like that? Who was the other 
girl? One of the two I met at the club?

JONATHAN
(laughs)

Slow down cuz, it wasn’t like that.

Jonathan’s gets a TEXT MESSAGE from Cindy, and shakes his head.

RICKEY
What’s up, they want you to come back? Can I go 
with ya?

JONATHAN
Nauh, it’s Cindy. That chick just don’t get it. 

RICKEY
(excited)

Brooke is a bad sista, but Cindy is one fine ass 
white girl. I don’t know how you can keep from 
tapping that ass.
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Jonathan sits down next to Rickey to finish telling him about his weekend at Brooke’s.

CUT TO:

DRIVEWAY OF BROOKE’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Jonathan gets out of his car and enters the house through the garage.

Jonathan enters the kitchen from the garage, picks up the phone and hears Brooke talking 
to her ex-husband TONY.

BROOKE (O.S.)
Well, I just called to say good night for Hunter. 

TONY (O.S.)
Is he sleeping?

Jonathan is getting angry.

BROOKE (O.S.) 
Yeah, he just went to bed and I’m exhausted.

TONY (O.S.)
Well, get some sleep and thanks for calling.

CUT TO:

INT. KITCHEN AT BROOKE’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Jonathan hangs the phone up and is furious as Brooke walks down stairs and is startled 
by him standing in the kitchen.

BROOKE
Hey, I didn’t here you come up!

JONATHAN
(angry)

Obviously not!
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BROOKE
(hesitant)

What is that suppose to mean and why are you 
mad?

JONATHAN
(angry)

Are you sleeping with him?

Beat. Brooke covers her mouth with both hands as she starts to cry.

BROOKE
No I’m not. You don’t understand, it’s not what 
you think.

JONATHAN
(angry)

I don’t understand! You right, it’s not what I 
thought.

Jonathan turns to walk out of the kitchen through the garage and Brooke grabs him by the 
arm.

BROOKE
(frantic whisper)

Jonathan wait!

CUT TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM OF BROOKE’S HOUSE - SAME NIGHT

Hunter is sitting on the floor against the wall next to the entertainment center scarred.

JONATHAN (O.S.)
Look, you don’t owe me anything. Just forget it.

Hunter puts his hands over his ears and starts to cry.

CUT TO:
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INT. KITCHEN AT BROOKE’S HOUSE - SAME NIGHT

Brooke drops to her knees in tears and starts to beg Jonathan not to leave.

BROOKE
(pleading)

Please don’t leave. Let me explain. 

Jonathan stops, turns around and leans against one side of the doorway.

Brooke stands up and clinches the front of Jonathan’s shirt in her hands.

BROOKE (CONT'D)
I have told you why I left Hunters dad but...

JONATHAN
Just...

BROOKE
Please, just let me talk. What I haven’t told you is 
that Hunter thinks it’s my fault we are not a family. 
I know if I try to explain it to him he will get even 
madder and accuse me of lying because he thinks the 
world of his father, so I take the blame and try to 
keep the peace for his sake. So the phone calls are 
not for me, it’s for my son, and his happiness 
means more to me than anything.

Jonathan takes a deep breath then looks away.

JONATHAN
(calm)

Look! Obviously you got some issues you need to 
straighten out and I don’t want to be in the middle 
of some love triangle. I’m out.

Jonathan walks out of the garage and the cops have arrived.
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BROOKE (O.S.)
(Crying hysterically)

Jonathan please don’t go. I’ll call him and tell him. 
Just don’t go.

CUT TO:

EXT. DRIVEWAY OF BROOKE’S HOUSE - SAME NIGHT

OFFICER 1 early forties caucasian,  meets Jonathan at the edge of the driveway. The 
officer has one hand on his gun on his side and is pointing at Jonathan with the other 
hand. 

OFFICER 1
(calm voice)

Stop right there and show me your hands.

Jonathan holds both hands in the air.

JONATHAN
(nervous)

I am her boyfriend.

OFFICER 1
Keep your hands where I can see them and walk 
over and put them on the car.

With his hands held high Jonathan walks over to the squad car and puts both hands on 
the hood.

Officer 1 signals to OFFICER 2 late twenties, Caucasian  male to go in the house through 
the garage.

Officer 1 checks Jonathan for weapons.

OFFICER 1 (CONT'D)
Okay you’re clean, now turn around and tell me 
what’s going on.
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JONATHAN
Like I said, I’m her boyfriend. Well I was her 
boyfriend. We have not been fighting and I have not 
touched her.

OFFICER 1
I don’t think we would get a call for what you just 
told me and I can hear her crying from here.

JONATHAN
The neighbors probably called you guys because we 
were pretty loud in the beginning. 

OFFICER 1
Then why don’t you start from the beginning.

The neighbors,  have come outside to watch.

JONATHAN
I came over and was going to use the phone to call 
my cousin, but when I picked up the phone, she 
was on it talking to a guy. I didn’t know who it was 
so I listened and found out it was her ex husband.

OFFICER 1
Where was she?

JONATHAN
She was up stairs and didn’t hear me come in. What 
I heard made me think she was still seeing him, so 
when she came downstairs and saw me standing in 
the kitchen.

OFFICER 1
We got a call on a domestic disturbance.

JONATHAN
Hey, I never touched her. When I tried to leave she 
started crying and acting all crazy and that what the 
neighbors probably heard and called yawl.

Officer 2 comes from the garage and motions to Officer 1 to come over.
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Jonathan is leaning against the squad car as the two police officers walk over to him. 

OFFICER 1
Okay, your story checks out, but unfortunately we 
can’t let you back in, so do you have anything you 
need to get out tonight?

JONATHAN
No.

OFFICER 1
Maybe after a good nights sleep, you guys might be 
able to work this out tomorrow.

JONATHAN
Yeah, maybe.

Jonathan gets into his car and leaves.

CUT TO:

INT. JONATHAN CAR - LATER THAT NIGHT

Slow music is playing and Jonathan starts to tear up then pounds the steering wheel.

His cell phone goes off and without looking at it, he answers it.

JONATHAN
(angry)

Why did you have to do this?

CINDY (O.S.)
Trouble in paradise?

Jonathan realizes it’s Cindy and becomes somewhat calm.

JONATHAN
(si)

What!
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CINDY (O.S.)
(seductive)

Want to talk about it.

JONATHAN
Ain’t nothin to talk about.

CINDY (O.S.)
Sounds to me like there is a lot you need to talk 
about, or we could just enjoy each others company.

CUT TO:

EXT. FRONT DOOR STEP OF CINDY’S PLACE - LATER THAT NIGHT

Jonathan is standing at the door with his head down, then Cindy opens the door and 
Jonathan walks in.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM OF RICKEYS APARTMENT- DAY

Jonathan and Rickey are watching TV and the phone rings. Jonathan sees its Brooke 
number and doesn’t answer it.

Jonathan and Rickey are sitting at the kitchen table eating. The phone rings and Rickey 
goes to answer it and Jonathan signals to him that he’s not home.

CUT TO:

SUPER - ONE YEAR LATER

INT. GROCERY STORE ON CEREAL ISLE - DAY

Jonathan is scanning the cereal isle with one hand on a shopping cart pushing slowly.

His cart bumps another shopping cart.
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JONATHAN
(startled)

Sorry!

Beat. Brooke is wearing pink and white running shoes and a fitted pink running body suit.

BROOKE
(surprised)

Jonathan! Hey, how are you?

Jonathan checks Brooke out.

JONATHAN
I’m good. How are you? 

BROOKE
I’m OK.

JONATHAN
And Hunter?

BROOKE
He’s with his dad this weekend so I’m getting a 
little me time in this morning.

Jonathan checks Brooke out again.

JONATHAN
Yeah I see. So how’s that me time thing going?

Brooke turns sideways and sticks her butt out.

BROOKE
(smiling)

You tell me!

A CUSTOMER elderly, Caucasian female passes as Brooke sticks her butt out.

CUSTOMER
(scowls)

Brooke and Jonathan laugh as the older lady passes.
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BROOKE
I miss that.

JONATHAN
Me to.

BROOKE
You know, I want to thank you for showing up at 
the wrong time which turned out to be the right 
time.

JONATHAN
What did you say?

BROOKE
That situation that happened between us forced me 
to do something that I probably would have never 
done on my own.

Jonathan looking a little confused. 

JONATHAN
I guess I should say, you’re welcome.

BROOKE
Beat. Maybe I should say it this way. I’m a 
different person because of it. I think I owe you a 
diner or a movie or something.

JONATHAN
(smiles)

Well I guess if you feel like you owe me, I’ll take a 
movie.

Brooke and Jonathan shake hands and say there good-byes.

CUT TO:

EXT. FRONT ENTRANCE OF MOVIE THEATRE - NIGHT

Jonathan is waiting outside for Brooke and checks his watch.
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Brooke walks up in tight jeans that shows off her curves, black heels and a black silk 
fitted top.

Jonathan checks Brooke out then greets here with a friendly hug.

JONATHAN
You look nice!

BROOKE
Thank you, and so do you.

Brooke and Jonathan walk towards the ticket counter.

CUT TO:

INT. MOVIE THEATRE - SAME NIGHT

Brooke gets spooked by a scarey scene and grabs Jonathan’s HAND.

They then look into each others eyes and share an intimate kiss.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. BROOKE’S BEDROOM - EVENING

Brooke is standing at the bathroom door putting on her heels.

BROOKE
Honey hurry! We are going to be late for dinner 
with my parents and that’s not a good first 
impression.

JONATHAN (O.S.)
Would you like for me to use the bathroom here or 
at your parents? 
Now you tell me what kind of impression would 
that be?

Brooke laughs.
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BROOKE
OK, you’re right but hurry up or cut it short.

Jonathan FLUSHES OS the toilet then WASHES his hands.

Jonathan comes out of the bathroom, walks over and hugs Brooke from behind as she 
puts the finishing touches on her hair.

JONATHAN
(whispers)

You smell so good baby, why don’t we handle some 
business before we leave.

BROOKE
(softly)

One, Hunter is down stairs in his room and two, 
that would really make us late. 

CUT TO:

INT. BROOKE’S CAR EXITING THE FREEWAY - SAME NIGHT

Brooke is driving.

BROOKE
OK, a few tips before we get there. 

JONATHAN
(surprised)

Tips!

Brooke gives Jonathan a look.

BROOKE
Yeah, tips. So pay attention. 

Hunter is in the back seat playing his video game.

CUT TO:
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EXT. SUPER - STREET SIGN - SNOW AVE. - NIGHT

Brooke turns onto Snow Ave.

BROOKE 
My mom is the sweetest mother ever and she likes 
everyone. My dad on the other hand... well he’s my 
dad.

Brooke pulls into the driveway of her parents two story home. 

Hunter gets out of the car and runs inside.

Brooke and Jonathan are met at the front door by Brooke’s mom SUSAN WADE early 
fifties peppered beautiful hair, light complected and very well dressed.

Brooke hugs her mom.

SUSAN
(excited)

Hi baby.

Jonathan is wearing slacks and a dress shirt and is waiting his turn to greet Brooke’s 
mom.

BROOKE
(affectionate)

Hi mom, how are you? Sorry we’re late.

SUSAN
Oh baby it’s alright and I’m fine. This must be 
Jonathan?

Brooke steps aside and Jonathan extends his hand to shake Susan’s hand but she pulls 
him in for a hug.

SUSAN (CONT'D)
Anybody who’s good enough for my baby is better 
than a hand shake.

CUT TO:
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INT. LIVING-ROOM OF BROOKE’S PARENTS - NIGHT

Brooke, her mom and Jonathan enter the living-room of the house.

Jonathan is amazed at the antiques and art on the walls.

BROOKE
Where’s daddy?

SUSAN
He’s sitting at the table acting like he’s starving.

CUT TO:

INT. DINING ROOM TABLE AT BROOKE’S PARENTS HOUSE - NIGHT

Brooke, Susan and Hunter walk into the dinning room which has lots of crystal and 
antique dishes and a large dinning table where Brooke’s dad ALFRED WADE late fifties, 
very distinguished is sitting at the head of the table. 

ALFRED
(very smooth)

There’s my baby girl.

Brooke bend over and hugs Alfred.

BROOKE
(excited)

Hi daddy.

Brooke gets a sniff of the cigar smell on Alfred. 

BROOKE (CONT'D)
(concerned)

You know daddy, you really should stop smoking 
those things.

Alfred sits back in his chair.
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ALFRED
I tell you what. I will give up my cigars when you 
bring someone through that door that I approve of.

Alfred looks at Jonathan while he talks.

BROOKE
(smiles)

Daddy haven’t you learned that my relationships is 
not based on your approval?

Alfred stands up and looks at Jonathan then they shake hands.

ALFRED
How you doing son?

SUSAN
Never mind him Jonathan, he’s just kidding.

Brooke grabs Jonathan hand and shows him to his chair at the table.

The table is set with lots of food and Susan starts to fix everyone’s plate starting with 
Alfred.

ALFRED
So Jonathan, Brooke tells me you work in the beer 
industry.

JONATHAN
Yes Sir, I’m the assistant warehouse manager for a 
beer company.

ALFRED
(sarcastic)

Can a job like that pay the bills?

Hunter laughs every time Alfred ask Jonathan a question. 

JONATHAN
Well, I do alright.

Brooke and her mom look at each other and stay quiet, seeing if Jonathan can handle 
himself.
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ALFRED
I don’t mean a monthly car payment and your 
portion of the rent. I’m talking about a mortgage. 
Do you have a portfolio?

SUSAN
(sympathetic)

Alfred let him eat. What guy his age has a portfolio?

Jonathan has stopped eating and is getting a little upset.

Alfred see’s that he’s getting to Jonathan so he continues.

ALFRED
(serious)

Susan I just want to make sure Jonathan can take 
care of my baby girl and my only grandson.

BROOKE
Daddy, I don’t need a man to take care of me. I 
make my own money.

ALFRED
I know you don’t baby but it’s nice to know that 
you have a man that can provide some sense of 
security, like me... and Tony.

Jonathan gets angry, gets up and storms out.

BROOKE
(hurt)

Daddy!

Brooke gets up and goes after Jonathan.

SUSAN
(disappointed)

Alfred why did you do that, now you know you are 
wrong. 

Susan starts to clear the table.
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ALFRED
(arrogant)

Hey, that’s nothing compared to the pressure of 
supporting a family, so maybe he’s not the one. 

Susan takes dishes into the kitchen.

Alfred and Hunter look into each others eyes, then Hunter gets up and leaves the table.

CUT TO:

EXT. DRIVEWAY OF BROOKE’S PARENTS HOUSE - SAME NIGHT

Jonathan is standing next to Brooke’s car with his hands in his pocket and head down.

Brooke comes over to him.

BROOKE
(comforting)

Look, don’t let my dad get to you. He just wants 
the best for his only daughter, that’s all.

JONATHAN
(hurt)

I’m not good enough for you in his eyes. I don’t 
have the carrier of your ex and nor do I have the 
money he obviously had.

BROOKE
I’m not going to sugarcoat anything and tell you 
that security is not important to me because it is, 
but what’s more import is love and happiness.

JONATHAN
He don’t have to talk down to me to get his point 
across.

BROOKE
You are right, his technique and delivery was all 
wrong, but that’s just how he is.

Susan and Hunter opens the front door to check on Brooke and Jonathan.
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BROOKE (CONT'D)
Mom everything’s okay, we will be alright. 

Susan closes the door.

JONATHAN
I know family means a lot to you and I would never 
ask you to choose between me and them. Maybe I 
am not the guy for you.

BROOKE
I love you and I need you. 

Brooke puts her hand on her stomach.

BROOKE (CONT'D)
We need you!

Beat. Jonathan and Brooke share a long passionate kiss.

CUT TO:

INT. DELIVERY ROOM AT HOSPITAL - DAY

Jonathan is standing next to the bed holding Brooke’s hand while the NURSE early 
thirties, Caucasian female gives her instructions on when to push.

NURSE
(calm)

Okay on this last one I want you to lean forward 
and push hard for five seconds.

Brooke clinches Jonathan’s hand leans forward and pushes hard and MEGAN is born.

CUT TO:

INT. BEDROOM OF BROOKE’S HOUSE - MORNING

Jonathan and Brooke in bed with Megan between them enjoying the moment.
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BROOKE
(softly)

We are so blessed to create such a beautiful little 
girl.

JONATHAN
(smiles)

Yeah, I’m glad this is real.

BROOKE
(confused)

What!

JONATHAN
Don’t laugh but I had the craziest dream last night. 
We all went to a birthday party and soon after we 
go there, you and Megan disappeared and I kept 
opening doors in this house looking for ya’ll and 
couldn’t find you. It’s like the house had never 
ending rooms.

BROOKE
(laughs)

Did you ever find us?

Jonathan sits up in bed.

JONATHAN
(serious)

No, I just kept opening doors and the only normal 
part to the dream was it was black and white.

Brooke sits up in the bed.

BROOKE
Normal! That’s not normal. Normal dreams would 
be in color.

JONATHAN
(very serious)

But all my dreams are in black and white.
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Brooke give Jonathan a strange look.

BROOKE
Maybe that’s some country thing but it sure ain’t 
normal.

They both start laughing. 

SERIES OF SHOTS

Jonathan is trying to change Megan’s pamper on their bed but is having trouble.

Jonathan and Brooke sit in the living-room on the floor and Megan learns to walk back 
and forth between them.

Hunter pushes Megan down the sidewalk on her red tricycle as Brooke and Jonathan 
watch.

END SERIES OF SHOTS

CUT TO:

INT. RESTAURANT CORNER TABLE - NOON

Jonathan is sitting at the table. He checks his watch while waiting for Brooke then gets a 
TEXT MESSAGE from Cindy. HI, HOW R U. 

Jonathan replies IT’S BEEN OVER 4 A WHILE, STOP TEXTIN ME AND PLEASE 
DON’T CALL ME ANYMORE, THE LAST TIME WAS A MISTAKE!

Brooke walks in gives Jonathan a kiss then sits down across from him.

BROOKE
(tired)

It’s been a long day and it’s only twelve. 

JONATHAN
So is that a good long day or a bad long day?
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BROOKE
Well, a little bit of both. Good for the company but 
bad for the office.

Jonathan leans forward and puts his elbows on the table.

JONATHAN
Why? What happened?

BROOKE
JEFF and JULIAN are at each others throat right 
now.

JONATHAN
Jeff is the old white guy that wears the suspenders 
right?

BROOKE
Yes.

JONATHAN
OK, but I don’t think I know Julian.

BROOKE
We call him Armani around the office.

JONATHAN
Is that the guy who wears the nice suits and drives 
the Porsche?

BROOKE
Yes, that is Julian.

The WAITRESS early twenties, brings over the food.

BROOKE (CONT'D)
Wait, we didn’t order yet. How did they know 
what to bring me?

JONATHAN
I ordered it for you.

Brooke leans across the table and gives Jonathan a kiss.
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BROOKE
(smiles)

Thank you love!

They start eating then suddenly Jonathan stops.

BROOKE (CONT'D)
(startled)

Is there something wrong with the food.

The COOKS and EMPLOYEES all peep from behind the wall.

JONATHAN
No, nothings wrong. 

Jonathan pushes his plate to the side and leans forward on the table again.

JONATHAN (CONT'D)
Look, our relationship is so wonderful right now. I 
know we have had our issues but we made it 
through it.

Brooke smiles and continues to eat.

JONATHAN (CONT'D)
With us getting back together, that was fate and 
Megan being born, that was a blessing. Everything 
just feel so right. 

BROOKE
I agree. I am so happy with our relationship right 
now.

Jonathan reaches in his pocket and pulls out a small white box.

JONATHAN
Well, I think it’s time to take our happiness to the 
next level.

Jonathan gets up and goes down on one knee.

Brooke stops eating and covers her mouth with both hands in shock.
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JONATHAN (CONT'D)
Baby, I love you...

Brooke starts to cry.

Jonathan opens the box and the DIAMOND RING sparkles.

JONATHAN (CONT'D)
And nothing would make me happier than spending 
the rest of my life with you. Will you marry me?

Beat. Customers eating in the restaurant have turned around.

Brooke is so excited she sticks both hands out.

BROOKE
Yes! Yes! Yes!

Jonathan puts the ring on Brooke’s finger.

The restaurant erupts with CHEERS OS.

Jonathan and Brooke kiss and hug.

CUT TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM OF RICKEYS APARTMENT- NIGHT

Jonathan sits Rickey down to tell him he propose to Brooke.

JONATHAN
(happy)

We both know I been spending a lot of time at 
Brooke’s and with the baby and all, it’s getting 
harder to leave and come back over here sometimes.

RICKEY
(joking)

Did she put your nuts in her purse and send you 
over here.
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JONATHAN
(serious)

Nothing like that cuz, things just feel so right 
between us. So I felt there was only one thing 
missing, Marriage.

RICKEY
(serious)

Are you serious? Marriage! Dog, I know you think 
everything is perfect right now but look at the big 
picture, she’s from a different world. 

JONATHAN
Yeah, but we got past that already.

Rickey stands up and is angry, looking down at Jonathan still sitting on the couch.

RICKEY
(frustrated)

Are you crazy? That shit ain’t gone work. Marriage 
ain’t about how you feel right now. You will be 
divorced in six month’s and you better not come 
crying to me.

JONATHAN
(disappointed)

Man, I really thought you would be happy for me.

RICKEY
(angry)

I just don’t want you to get yo’ heart broke and 
that shit send you back into that wolfman stage. 

Rickey walks toward the front door and stops, then turns around and looks back at 
Jonathan, shakes his head in frustration and SLAMS the door on his way out.

CUT TO:
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INT. CHURCH WEDDING ALTER - DAY

PASTOR
(loud)

I now pronounce you Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan 
French.

Jonathan removes the vale from Brooke’s face and they kiss.

Music starts as Jonathan and Brooke exit the alter holding hands and waiving to the 
guess.

 
DISSOLVE TO:

INT. DINING ROOM TABLE AT BROOKE’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Brooke is going through the bills.

Jonathan, Hunter and Megan, comes in and gives Brooke a kiss.

Hunter goes to his room, Jonathan and Megan sit at the table with Brooke.

BROOKE
Hi pumpkin, did you have fun at day-care today?

Megan nods her head then gets down off the table and run to Hunters room.

JONATHAN
(affectionate)

What’s up baby? How was your day?

Brooke stops writing and scratches her head.

JONATHAN (CONT'D)
That bad huh!

BROOKE
(irritated)

No, my day was fine, just trying to figure out these 
bills.
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Jonathan slides his chair closer to Brooke.

JONATHAN
(softly)

How about we go up stairs and distress a little bit.

Brooke pushes Jonathan away.

BROOKE
(agitated)

I am way to stressed right now for that and plus the 
kids are home.

Jonathan gives Brooke a kiss on the cheek then goes into the living room to watch TV.

CUT TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM OF BROOKE’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Jonathan is sitting on the couch flipping through channels with the remote.

MEGAN (O.S.)
(Screaming)

Hunter stop!

HUNTER (O.S.)
(Giggling)

Jonathan mutes the television.

JONATHAN
(yells)

Hey! Keep it down in there.

Hunter continues to giggle and play and Megan continues to scream. CRACK. 

CUT TO:

INT. HUNTERS BEDROOM - NIGHT

Several basketball trophies sit on a desk, posters of Magic Johnson, Larry Bird and 
Dominique Wilkins hang on the walls.
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Megan is on the floor screaming with a broken arm.

Hunter is on his knees next to her crying.

Jonathan enters the bedroom with Brooke behind him.

JONATHAN
(frantic)

What happened? What did you do?

Jonathan bends down to pick Megan up.

Hunter continues to cry but does not answer.

Brooke kneels down and grabs Hunter by both shoulders.

BROOKE
(frantic)

Hunter, what happened baby?

HUNTER
(crying)

Sorry mom, I didn’t mean to.

Jonathan gently but hastily picks Megan up from the floor.

JONATHAN
(yelling)

He broke her arm. We gotta get her to the hospital. I 
told you about playing ruff with her.

Megan is crying uncontrollably. 

Brooke pushes Hunter down onto his bed then waves her finger in his face.

BROOKE
(strong voice)

Hunter she is your little sister, not one of your 
friends from the neighborhood.

Jonathan enters Hunters bedroom doorway with Megan in his arms.
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JONATHAN
(yells)

Lets go!

CUT TO:

EXT. DRIVEWAY OF BROOKE’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Jonathan puts Megan in the back seat behind him.

Brooke gets in the back with Megan.

Hunter is crying and hesitates to get in the front with Jonathan.

JONATHAN
(yells)

Get in the car!

Hunter gets in the car crying.

Jonathan backs out of the driveway and speeds away.

CUT TO:

INT. EMERGENCY ROOM ENTRANCE - NIGHT

Jonathan hurries in carrying Megan and she is crying.

Brooke enters behind him walking fast and holding Hunters hand.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM OF BROOKE’S HOUSE - DAY

Jonathan wakes up on the couch with Megan in his arms wearing a cast on her right arm.

Brooke walks down stairs in a silk black robe and sits next to Jonathan holding Megan.

BROOKE
Why don’t you go upstairs and get some sleep. I 
know this couch had to be a little uncomfortable.
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Jonathan sits up and lays Megan down on the couch next to him.

JONATHAN
Okay.

Jonathan gets up to go up stairs.

BROOKE
Hey, before you go upstairs I think you should go 
in and have a talk with Hunter.

JONATHAN
Yeah, I think so.

CUT TO:

INT. HUNTERS BEDROOM - DAY

Jonathan stands in the doorway shaking his head, looking around Hunters room at the 
clothes piled in a corner, video games on the desk and empty candy rappers next to the 
video games. 

Jonathan walks over and sits down on the edge of Hunters bed, then shakes him to wake 
him up.

JONATHAN
Hey, sleepy head.

Hunter rolls over onto his back then Jonathan shakes him again to wake him up.

JONATHAN (CONT'D)
Wake up, I need to talk to you for a minute.

Hunter sits up in the bed with his back against the wall and his head down.

JONATHAN (CONT'D)
I know I seemed very upset with you last night. 
You have to understand that Megan is not as ruff as 
your friends you play with.

Hunter shakes his head and starts to cry.
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JONATHAN (CONT'D)
Your mom and I have told you several times to stop 
being so ruff with her...

HUNTER
(sobbing)

It was an accident.

JONATHAN
I know. I know you love your sister and you would 
never hurt her, but you have to be more careful.

HUNTER
I’m really sorry Jonathan.

Jonathan rubs Hunter on the head.

JONATHAN
I think she’s going to be okay and you know what I 
think will make her feel a whole lot better?

HUNTER
What?

JONATHAN
For you to go in there and tell her you love her and 
you didn’t mean to hurt her.

Hunter crawls out of bed and gives Jonathan and hug on his way out to the living room.

CUT TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM OF BROOKE’S HOUSE - DAY

Megan is asleep on the couch.

Jonathan walks in and gets down on his knees and hugs her.

Megan wakes up looking at the cast on her arm and then sits up.

HUNTER
Megan I love you and I’m sorry I hurt your arm.
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Megan hugs Hunter around the neck with one arm.

MEGAN
Love you Hunter.

CUT TO:

INT. KITCHEN AT BROOKE’S HOUSE - DAY

Jonathan is hugging Brooke from behind as they watch Megan and Hunter make up.

BROOKE
Why don’t you go upstairs and get some sleep.

Jonathan stretches and yawns.

JONATHAN
What are we doing this weekend?

Brooke turns around and hugs Jonathan around the neck.

BROOKE
I’m thinking about just staying home or renting 
some movies or something.

Jonathan kisses Brooke and walks out of the kitchen.

JONATHAN (O.S.)
OK, wake me up later.

Brooke opens the refrigerator door that’s covered with magnets and Hunters school 
activities and starts taking things out to cook for breakfast.

CUT TO:

INT. DINING ROOM TABLE AT BROOKE’S HOUSE - DAY

Brooke is putting the plates of food on the table.

Megan is sitting in a chair at the table scribbling on her cast with a crayon.
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BROOKE
Hunter go wake Jonathan up. It’s time to eat 
breakfast.

Hunter gets up from the living room floor and runs upstairs.

The telephone on the kitchen counter RINGS OS.

Brooke walks over and answers it.

BROOKE (CONT'D)
Hello.

COACH FISHER (O.S.)
(southern accent)

Hello, is this Jonathan French resident?

BROOKE
Yes it is, who’s calling?

COACH FISHER (O.S.)
Coach Fisher.

BROOKE
I think he’s upstairs sleeping but I will wake him 
up...

Brooke turns to go upstairs and Jonathan is coming down stairs.

BROOKE (CONT'D)
Well, here he comes now.

Brooke gives the phone to Jonathan.

Jonathan takes the phone then sits down at the dinning room table.

JONATHAN
(yawning)

Hello.

COACH FISHER (O.S.)
Hey Jonathan, how’s it going?
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JONATHAN
(beat)

Coach!

COACH FISHER (O.S.)
So how you been?

Jonathan chuckles.

JONATHAN
I’m good. Just a little surprised, that’s all.

COACH FISHER (O.S.)
Well I was in your Uncles store the other day 
getting me some of them good pork sausages and we 
just had a good old fashion conversation and I asked 
him about you so here I am.

Brooke is standing in front of Jonathan holding Megan.

Megan reaches for the phone and Jonathan grabs her hand and pulls her in for a kiss 
instead.

JONATHAN
Funny you called. Me and my new family were 
planning a trip back home and I was hoping I would 
get a chance to talk to you.

Jonathan takes Megan from Brooke and sits her on his lap.

COACH FISHER (O.S.)
Well it sounds like everything is going good for you.

JONATHAN
(excited)

Good! Coach things are more than I ever expected.

COACH FISHER (O.S.)
I see you got your hands full, so I’m gone give you 
my number and you can call me anytime.

CUT TO:
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EXT. DOCTORS OFFICE - EARLY EVENING

Jonathan and Brooke give Megan high fives as they leave the doctors office from getting 
her cast removed.

JONATHAN
(excited)

I can’t wait for you guys to meet my uncle Ken and 
aunt Barbara.

CUT TO:

INT. FRONT DOOR OF BROOKE’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Jonathan is standing in the doorway looking around the living room before he loads the 
last pieces of luggage in the car.

CUT TO:

INT. BROOKE’S CAR ON THE FREEWAY - NIGHT

THE SPEEDOMETER READS 75. Hunter and Megan are asleep in the back seat. 
Brooke is struggling to get comfortable in the passenger seat. Jonathan is channel surfing 
on the radio.

BROOKE
(restless)

I should have put on some sweats.

Brooke removes her SEAT BELT and turns sideways with her back to Jonathan.

There is construction up ahead and Jonathan SLOWS DOWN TO 55. 

Jonathan looks in the back seat at Megan sleeping, then over at Brooke sleeping. He looks 
up and is headed for a side rail that merges the traffic.

CUT TO:
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EXT. FREEWAY BEFORE THE OVERPASS - NIGHT

The car swerves to keep from hitting the rail.

BACK TO:

INT. BROOKE’S CAR ON THE FREEWAY - NIGHT

Jonathan slams on the brakes.

Jonathan puts his arm up to shield his face from the crash.

Brooke is thrown into the windshield and knocked unconscious.

CUT TO:

EXT. UNDER THE OVERPASS ON THE FREEWAY - NIGHT

The car crashes head-on into the concrete beam.

  DISSOLVE TO:

INT. BROOKE’S CAR AT THE CRASH SIGHT - SAME NIGHT

Locked down by their seat belts Megan and Hunter are crying in the back seat.

Jonathan is moving slowly and bleeding from cuts on his left forearm and forehead. 

Brooke is bleeding from cuts on her face and is unconscious. 

MEGAN (O.S.)
(crying)

Daddy! Daddy!

CUT TO:

EXT. DRIVER SIDE OF BROOKE’S CAR - SAME NIGHT

A WOMAN late forties caucasian approaches the driver side window talking on her cell 
phone and pulling on the door of the car.
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WOMAN
(speaking choppy and fast)

It’s a family of four with one seeming to be 
unconscious. Sir, can you hear me?

Jonathan turns his head slowly towards the window, then scans the inside of the car for 
the condition of his family.

WOMAN (CONT'D)
(looking around)

We are at the Ocean Boulevard exit under the 
overpass. Sir, can you open the door or roll down 
the window?

Jonathan tries to unhook his seat belt but it’s stuck.

He tugs at the part across his chest then reaches over and hits the button to unlock the 
door.

CUT TO:

INT. EMERGENCY WAITING ROOM AT HOSPITAL - LATER THAT NIGHT

Jonathan is sitting in the waiting room with bandages on his forehead and forearm and left 
arm in a sling, holding Megan and Hunter is sitting next to him leaning on his shoulder.

Brooke’s parents walk into the waiting room, past others over to Jonathan and the kids 
and gives them a hug.

SUSAN
(nervous)

Have they told you anything yet?

Jonathan drops his head and starts crying. 

Susan sits down next to him.

JONATHAN
(crying)

No, and it’s taking them stupid doctors forever to 
come out of there.
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SUSAN
(caring)

Alfred why don’t you take the kids out and get 
them something from the snack machine. 

Alfred leaves the waiting room with Hunter and Megan.

Jonathan has his face in his hands and is sobbing.

SUSAN (CONT'D)
Listen, you can’t let these kids see you like this. 
You are going to scare them to death. You have to 
be strong for them and for Brooke.

Jonathan wipes his tears then starts pacing back and forth.

The DOCTOR late forties caucasian male comes out into the waiting room where several 
people are sitting and Jonathan and Susan rushes over to him.

DOCTOR
(soft spoken)

I’m going to explain some things to you about 
Brooke’s condition that I want you to stay positive 
about.

Beat. Jonathan grabs Susan by the hand.

DOCTOR (CONT'D)
Brooke slipped into a coma as a result of the head 
trauma from the crash.

Susan covers her mouth with both hands and Jonathan looks strong but can’t hold back 
the tears.

DOCTOR (CONT'D)
This is not a permanent state. Most people come 
out of it within two to five weeks. If she stays in it 
longer than that we just have to stay positive and 
take it day by day.
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Jonathan turns and walks away as Susan stays with the doctor. 

CUT TO:

INT. HOSPITAL BED IN EMERGENCY ROOM - SAME NIGHT

Surrounded by a curtain, Brooke lies in the bed with bandages on her forehead tubes in 
her nose and mouth and a i.v. in her hand.

Jonathan is sitting on a rolling stool next to her bed with his left arm in a sling holding her 
hand and crying on her shoulder.

JONATHAN
I’m sorry baby. I should have been paying 
attention. I’m sorry. Please forgive me. I’m sorry.                                                                 

DISSOLVE TO:

SUPER - SIX MONTHS LATER

INT. KITCHEN SINK AT BROOKE’S HOUSE - LATE EVENING

Jonathan is washing dishes.

Megan and Hunter rush into the kitchen. 

HUNTER
Hey Jonathan it’s almost seven. We have to go see 
mom before visiting hours are up.

Hunter and Megan race out of the kitchen.

HUNTER (O.S.) (CONT'D)
Megan I'll race you to the car.

Jonathan dries his hands with a towel then leaves the kitchen.

CUT TO:
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EXT. STREETS IN FRONT OF BROOKE’S HOUSE - LATE EVENING

Jonathan drives off in his car.

CUT TO:

INT. HOSPITAL ELEVATOR - NIGHT

The elevator door opens on the SECOND FLOOR and Jonathan walks out carrying a 
back-pack with Hunter and Megan beside him. 

They walk down past the nurses station and enter ROOM 2320.

NURSE (O.S.)
Hi Mr. French.

CUT TO:

INT. BROOKE’S HOSPITAL ROOM - NIGHT

Jonathan, Hunter and Megan walk in and one by one lean over to give Brooke a kiss on 
the cheek.

Jonathan pulls up a chair next to the bed, Megan is sitting on the bed with a coloring book 
and Hunter is standing next to Brooke, behind Jonathan’s chair.

The CURTAINS move.

JONATHAN
I don’t know why they got this window open this 
time of night.

Jonathan gets up and goes over to the window to close it but it’s not open.

Jonathan returns to his chair, turns the TV on and starts stretching and massaging 
Brooke’s legs and feet.

CUT TO:
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INT. LIVING ROOM AT BROOKE’S PARENTS HOUSE - AFTERNOON

Hunter has two chairs sitting in the middle of the living-room floor, playing video games.

Megan is sitting on the couch playing with her doll.

The front door CLOSES OS, then FOOTSTEPS come toward the living room. 

JONATHAN (O.S.)
Where’s my little crumb cake?

Jonathan enters the living room and Megan runs over and meets him.

Jonathan picks Megan up then sits down in the chair next to Hunter.

JONATHAN (CONT'D)
What’s up H-Town? Where’s grandma?

Hunter never takes his eyes off the game.

HUNTER
Grandma is in the kitchen and grandpa I think is out 
back.

Megan jumps down and goes back to the couch and Jonathan picks up the other game 
controller.

JONATHAN
Let me put something on you real quick.

HUNTER
Yeah right!

Hunter and Jonathan get loud playing the video game. 

Susan and Alfred stand in the doorway watching them play video games.

SUSAN
Jonathan can we talk to you in the kitchen please?

CUT TO:
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INT. DINNING ROOM TABLE BROOKE’S PARENTS HOUSE - DAY

Jonathan is sitting across the table from Susan and Alfred as they sit quiet.

JONATHAN
(sarcastic)

Wow! Really! You don’t say.

Susan and Alfred give a slight chuckle.

SUSAN
(nervous)

This is not going to be an easy thing to say...

Jonathan facial expression turns serious.

SUSAN (CONT'D)
We think you are doing a wonderful job with the 
kids and we have supported all the decisions you 
have made since the accident but... 

Susan reaches across the table to touch Jonathan’s hand and he pulls back.

JONATHAN
(angry)

But what?

ALFRED
(calm)

Just hear us out Jonathan.

JONATHAN
I don’t think I want to hear you.

SUSAN
You know Brooke would not want this.

JONATHAN
(angry)

Want what?

Jonathan pushes away from the table as they all stand up.
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SUSAN
(pleading)

The suffering. Brooke is our daughter and we love 
her just like you do but not like this. Please don’t 
keep doing this to her.

Jonathan calms down a little.

JONATHAN
(calm)

Mr. Wade, how long have you and Susan been 
married?

ALFRED
(softly)

Thirty-fives years son.

JONATHAN
(crying)

You love her don’t you? You know what, you don’t 
even have to answer that. I made my decision a long 
time ago. She’s all I got.

Jonathan storms out of the dinning room and into the living- room.

BACK TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM OF BROOKE’S PARENTS HOUSE - DAY

Jonathan is shoving things into a back-pack.

JONATHAN
(yells)

Let’s go!

Hunter starts putting the video game away. Megan is sitting in the chair next to him.

MEGAN
Are we going to see mommy?

Alfred walks over and attempts to grab Jonathan by the arm.
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ALFRED
Jonathan just slow down for a second.

Jonathan swirls around in anger.

JONATHAN
(angry)

Don’t touch me.

Susan pulls Alfred back next to her as she starts to cry.

JONATHAN (CONT'D)
Since we are all here, why don’t you tell your grand 
kids what you want to do.

SUSAN
Jonathan don’t do this.

JONATHAN
(yells)

Tell them!

SUSAN
(pleading)

Jonathan please don’t do this like this.

JONATHAN
If you don’t tell them right here, right now, I will.

Beat. Jonathan looks Megan and Hunter in the eyes.

JONATHAN (CONT'D)
(softly)

Your grand parents want to kill your mom.

Everyone starts crying. Jonathan takes Hunter and Megan by the hand and leave.

CUT TO:
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INT. JONATHAN’S CAR - LATE EVENING

Jonathan, Hunter and Megan listen to slow jams on the way home.

CUT TO:

INT. HUNTERS BEDROOM - SAME NIGHT

Jonathan is kissing Megan and Hunter good night.

CUT TO:

INT. BROOKE’S BEDROOM - SAME NIGHT

Jonathan is lying in bed staring in the ceiling and starts crying.

CUT TO:

EXT. FRONT CURB OF HUNTER’S SCHOOL - MORNING

Jonathan pulls up to the curb.

Hunter gets out of the car and puts his back-pack on and meets up with a CLASSMATE 
as they walk into school.

Jonathan watches Hunter as he walks in.

CUT TO:

EXT. FRONT CURB OF MEGAN’S SCHOOL - MORNING

Jonathan leans over, pulls the seat forward and pushes the passenger door open for 
Megan to get out of the back seat.  

Megan gives Jonathan a kiss before she gets out.

MEGAN
Bye daddy, I love you.
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JONATHAN
I love you too pumpkin. Have a good day. I’ll be 
out front to pick you up.

Jonathan watches Megan as she skips into school.

CUT TO:

INT. ELEVATOR IN FRONT LOBBY - DAY

Jonathan is waiting to get onto the elevator.

CUT TO:

INT. ELEVATOR - DAY

Jonathan watches a teenage COUPLE kiss, giggle and hug.

The elevator door opens and Jonathan is greeted  by the hospital administrator MS. 
WEINSTEIN mid-thirties caucasian wearing a long white hospital jacket and heels with 
clipboard in hand. 

MS. WEINSTEIN
(surprised)

Good morning Mr. French, I was hoping to discuss 
some things with you this morning.

JONATHAN
(concerned)

Is everything alright with the insurance?

Ms. Weinstein puts her hand on Jonathan’s shoulder.

MS. WEINSTEIN
How about we go down to my office where there’s 
a little more privacy.

Jonathan and Ms. Weinstein get back on the elevator.
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INT. ELEVATOR - DAY

Jonathan and Ms. Weinstein are standing next to each other.

MS. WEINSTEIN 
So how are the kids doing?

JONATHAN
(subtle)

They OK, I just dropped them off at school. 

They both look up at the floor numbers in the elevator.

CUT TO:

INT. MS. WEINSTEIN OFFICE - SAME DAY

MS. WEINSTEIN
I got a call from the insurance company and they are 
forcing our hand at making a decision on other 
alternative payment options. 

JONATHAN
(confused)

Can you brake that down for me?

MS. WEINSTEIN
Well, there is a loophole that allows her employers 
insurance to get out of paying.  

JONATHAN
(getting upset)

How is that possible?

MS. WEINSTEIN
The law states that if the coma patient’s trauma 
resulted from negligent driving, the at-fault driver’s 
insurance company will be responsible for financial 
compensation of the victim.
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JONATHAN
Okay, then lets switch her over to my insurance.

Ms. Weinstein leans forward in her chair.

MS. WEINSTEIN
It’s not quite that easy. Because of how long it’s 
been since the accident and your insurance company 
was not informed immediately, they will classify 
her case as a pre-existing condition and fight it.

Jonathan stands up in anger.

JONATHAN
(angry)

They can’t do that.

MS. WEINSTEIN
They can and they will.

Jonathan is getting frustrated, he starts walking out then turns back.

JONATHAN
(passionate)

She’s all I got.

CUT TO:

INT. NURSES STATION - SECOND FLOOR - DAY

Jonathan walks over to the nurses station.

A new NURSE early twenties pretty African American shows entrance in Jonathan.

JONATHAN
(sadden)

Hi, is it possible to not be disturbed for awhile? I 
want to spend some time with my wife.

NURSE 
Sure.
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Jonathan walks toward Brooke’s room.

The nurse starts whispering to a SECOND NURSE early twenties, caucasian. 

CUT TO:

INT. ROOM 2320 - SAME DAY

Jonathan  walks over and kisses Brooke then pulls up a chair next to her bed. 

The CURTAINS move.

While holding Brooke’s hand he starts to cry.

Jonathan strokes Brooke’s forehead then gets up from his chair, grabs the lotion from the 
counter and walks over to the foot of her bed and starts rubbing her legs and feet and 
stretching them.

SERIES OF SHOTS IN BLACK AND WHITE

Jonathan and Brooke at the bar inside Club Wild.

Jonathan and Brooke outside her car at Theresa and Erica apartment.

Jonathan and Brooke at the door way of her bed room.

SERIES OF SHOTS IN COLOR

Brooke telling Jonathan she’s pregnant.

Jonathan and Brooke at the alter getting married.

Inside the car at the crash site.

END SERIES OF SHOTS

Jonathan wipes his tears, gives Brooke a kiss then stands up and she opens her EYES.

FADE OUT.
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THE END
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